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Introduction

This master thesis work aims to understand if the presentation of applica-
tions of mathematics of a humanistic/social type in high schools can interest
and bring mathematics closer even to those students who do not feel inclined
to the subject and who believe it will not be necessary or useful for them in
life.

Mathematics is a subject with great potential. Unlike what is believed, it is
not used purely in scientific fields. This belief has meant that many students,
convinced of the fact that they do not have a scientific mind, judged it as
far from their needs and their interests.
It is important to undermine this idea; mathematics is truly present in
every area of life, both daily and at work. It has applications in every field,
including the humanistic and social fields, considered the furthest from it.
When young minds who approach this subject from a school point of view for
the first time will have the opportunity to come into contact with the most
varied applications of mathematics, ranging between the various possible
contexts, their interest in this subject will increase, aware of its usefulness
in every field.

The first objective of this work is to analyze the current school context,
to understand if applications of this type are present in Italian high school
classes, if they are starting to take hold or if they are still mostly absent.
To make this analysis concrete, the research was carried out in three main
stages:

• the administration of a questionnaire to mathematics and physics
teachers of various Italian high schools, in which the applications of
mathematics proposed by them were explored, also trying to under-
stand the reasons for their choices in order to have a more detailed
view of this context;

• the analysis of the national guidelines for high schools, looking for
references to applications of mathematics that detached themselves
from the common physical or chemical applications, and which in-
stead went to investigate more the usefulness of mathematics in the
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humanistic/social field;

• the analysis of two cycles of mathematics textbooks commonly used
in Italian high schools to verify the presence or absence of insights, ex-
amples or exercises that could present humanistic/social applications
of the subject to students.

Another objective was to verify the effectiveness of presenting humanis-
tic/social applications to students in order to bring them closer to the sub-
ject. To do this we have chosen a possible application of this type and we
have designed and then carried out an activity in a class of a mathematical
scientific high school.
The humanistic/social application that has been chosen is political power.
The activity, on the basis of the necessary prerequisites, was then proposed
to a fourth grade of the high school who joined. Political power as an appli-
cation of mathematics, in addition to being a very interesting application,
also gives the possibility of introducing the concept of model, a concept
considered very important, increasingly present in the everyday life of each
of us. Furthermore, the choice of methodologies to be used in proposing
the activity to the class was dictated by recent educational studies, and in
particular in mathematics education; we used the theory of the four teach-
ing situations, considered one of the best to introduce a new topic, making
students feel directly involved in the definition of new concepts. This makes
it easier for students to learn and consolidate the topic.
A verification factor of our hypothesis, in addition to the analysis of the
results of the task carried out at the end of the activity, was a satisfaction
questionnaire. In the questionnaire there were questions relating to both the
satisfaction of the activity and the interest and predisposition to mathemat-
ics of each respondents, in this way it was possible to analyze in particular
the answers of those who defined themselves as less akin to the subject.

This master thesis consists of five chapters. The first chapter briefly intro-
duces some key concepts of mathematics education, to give a general context
on the studies carried out in these first few decades of research, given that
the interest in how to teach certain concepts was born recently compared to
the interest in pure concepts.
The second chapter instead contains all three fundamental moments, previ-
ously described, of the analysis of the Italian context as regards the im-
portance of presenting humanistic/social applications of mathematics to
students and as regards the presence of these applications in Italian high
schools.
The third chapter has the role of presenting the application in an in-depth
manner which then, in an adequate way with respect to the listeners, was
presented through the activity mentioned above in a class of a mathematical
scientific high school. The chapter therefore explores as much as possible
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the issue of calculating an individual’s political power in a yes-no voting sys-
tem through the four most established indexes. It will also present concrete
examples of existing yes-no voting systems, with the relative calculation of
the four indexes for each member of the system.
The fourth chapter describes the motivation for choosing the activity, the
class in which it was carried out, the methodologies used and the structure
of the activity. The satisfaction questionnaire is then analyzed and there
is also an interesting further possible study of the subject in the IT field,
aimed above all at scientific high schools with an applied science option.
The last chapter is dedicated to the conclusions, in which the various infor-
mation derived from the analyzes conducted intertwine to give an affirmative
answer to the question that motivates the development of the thesis.





Chapter 1

Mathematics education

The mathematical sciences are an integral part of our daily lives and are con-
stantly growing to deal with new areas of science and technology, thus being
crucial for the economic development and competitiveness of the production
system. For this reason they find themselves forced to continually change
their scope, leaving a narrow and academic vision of their disciplinary role.

The truth is that we meet mathematicians everywhere, every
day, but we hardly notice it [...] I often think that the best way
to change the way people look at mathematics would be to put
a red label on everything that use mathematics [...] Our whole
life floats like a small boat on a vast ocean of mathematics, but
hardly anyone notices it.

Words of Ian Nicholas Stewart (Folkestone, 24 September 1945), British
mathematician and writer, emeritus professor of mathematics at the Uni-
versity of Warwick in England, famous as a science fiction writer and science
popularizer.
To materialize what Stewart says, if we imagine the life of an average adult in
a Western country, it depends on algorithms and mathematical ideas deeply
connected to each other. These ideas can be based both on classic math-
ematical topics and on more recent results, often derived from fields other
than those in which the application is then used. Here are some examples,
many of them adapted from Committee on the Mathematical Sciences in
2025.

• The radio, or television, from which we hear the news when we wake
up, receives signals which are then cleaned of noise and disturbances
through some signal processing algorithm. Furthermore, images and
sounds will be compressed and converted from similar analog signals.

• Special effects in films use advanced mathematical techniques for their
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realization, latest generation algorithms are used in solving equations
that describe the different physical processes involved.

• Weather forecasts are based on numerical solutions of systems of non-
linear equations, then connected with the statistical analysis of histor-
ical series and with data on the behavior of the atmosphere.

• When we use a search engine to browse the web we use a sophisticated
mathematical algorithm. Over the years it has been greatly improved,
to this day dozens of algorithms also allow you to take into account
people’s tastes.

• When we buy a plane ticket, or a ticket for a high-speed train, the
search site we rely on will use an algorithm to optimize offers and
prices.

• Medical investigations such as magnetic resonance or CT are applica-
tions of some transforms of functions, Radon and Fourier.

• In the preliminary study phase of a drug, computational models are
used to evaluate the interactions of the various molecules with each
other and with our organs. Furthermore, the use of a drug on the
market depends on statistical techniques that allow you to evaluate
the effectiveness.

• Finally, although there would be many other examples, multi-user
video games, which allow you to play against opponents from all over
the world, are based on languages that are a transcription of pure func-
tion calculus developed by Church, and other mathematicians, almost
a hundred years ago.

The reasons why the influence of mathematics in science and technology is
so powerful lie in several factors: the mathematization of science has not
stopped at physics, it has actually reached much more advanced objectives,
large amounts of data can be managed today by mathematical technolo-
gies, the creation of increasingly efficient algorithms and the considerably
increased calculation capacity interact effectively, the abstraction capacity
of mathematics allows progress to be translated from one application sector
to another quickly identifying the common features.

1.1 What is Mathematics Education?
Mathematics education is a young discipline, and has therefore seen its re-
search interests and methodologies evolve in just a few years.
Initially this discipline was focused exclusively on the mathematical content,
due to the belief that it was enough to present the contents well to solve the
problems of the learning process.
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Mathematics education began its actual development when, in addition
to the "mathematical knowledge" variable, the "student" variable and the
"teacher" variable were considered. Quoting Cornu-Vergnioux, 1992,

Addressing the issues of teaching and learning in terms of edu-
cation means that the transmission of knowledge is a complex
phenomenon, which requires numerous mediations, and that it is
always necessary to keep together the three poles, of the teacher,
of knowledge and of the pupil, but without reducing the analysis
to one of the three.

One of the most important aspects of mathematics education is research
into mathematics education, which arises as an external reflection on the
teaching activity.
It is important to note how different mathematics research and mathematics
education research are. The results of the latter are almost never definitive
and the evidence is not obtained through demonstrations but is obtained
by accumulating multiple sources in support of the thesis which lead to
conclusions that can be considered true.
Research in mathematics education essentially presents two classes of results:
conclusions, therefore adequate models with respect to a broad field of action
within the context being discussed, and experiences which challenge existing
models.
Progress in this field clearly goes hand in hand with the development and
general pedagogical reflection on learning models, in fact every educational
research must have a specific learning model as its starting point.

A fundamental moment in mathematics education is the transition from
knowledge to be taught to knowledge taught. An important notion is the
notion of didactic contract ([3]). Every social interaction is governed
by some type of contract which defines the "rights and duties" of those
who belong to a certain community, in the form of a social pact, a belief
introduced by Rousseau. The didactic contract is the contract that governs
the school or class community, it is the set of rules, implicit or explicit, which
attributes to each one their own responsibilities with respect to a particular
mathematical knowledge taught.
The clauses of the didactic contract that seem to guide the behavior of the
students have been studied in depth, one of these is the belief of the students
that the problems posed by the teacher always have solutions. It is also noted
that children tackle problems by putting into practice pre-established series
activated by impulses that are independent from the mathematical meaning
of the problem.
These beliefs that are created in students regarding what are the "expected"
responses to certain tasks and the activation of procedures based on these
beliefs have an important consequence: the error is outlined with respect to
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a code of conduct which establishes which is the answer that is expected,
which will also be the answer that is mathematically correct. This means
that a wrong answer corresponds to an "unexpected" answer but that it is
not necessarily mathematically wrong. Conversely, an "expected" answer
that turns out to be mathematically incorrect puts the student in crisis,
problems like these are said to "break" the didactic contract. An example
can be problems where the solution cannot be found, students feel "betrayed"
by the teacher who has not complied with the implicit laws of the contract.
Very often, however, breaking the didactic contract can be used as a didactic
strategy. An example can also be the exchange of roles between students
and teachers, this can lead to awareness of unknown aspects and can give
the possibility to renegotiate inadequate meanings.

1.2 Didactic action

According to some scholars of the theory of didactic situations (see e.g. [3],
[12], [1], [13]), a theory born as a response to various critical issues of the
teaching-learning process, to arrive at a new knowledge, the didactic action
must be divided into four phases which represent four types of didactic
situations:

1. Action situation, the teacher’s job is to choose and formulate a prob-
lem and then exit the scene. The problem must be such as to interest
and intrigue students and students must have the means to indepen-
dently reach the solution, inventing a new procedure or using one they
already know. Knowledge at this stage is a means of solving the given
problem.

2. Formulation situation, students exchange and share the results ob-
tained from an activity previously carried out in class. The language
may not be rigorous, so at this stage we also try to create an adequate
common vocabulary. This time the teacher has the task of directing
the exchanges and underlining some of the students’ formulations by
repeating them aloud so that everyone gets in touch with the obser-
vations of the others. Knowledge this time appears as the result of a
personal experience, which in order to be understood by others must
be shared, therefore it must be depersonalized and decontextualized.

3. Validation situation, the teacher becomes a scholar who evaluates
the papers of other scholars, a role assumed by the students. The
students’ goal is to verify a certain conjecture, the teacher is a sort of
speaker of the debate. Students therefore feel active participants in
an academic debate, knowledge therefore represents more of a theory
that is being constructed than a finished and institutionalized theory.
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4. Institutionalization situation, the teacher becomes the represen-
tative of official mathematics, official culture and introduces students
to the officially accepted definitions and terminology and theorems
deemed important from the point of view of the institution. Knowl-
edge therefore now has the characteristics of a law, validated by the
authority of the institution.

The situation of institutionalization is the most frequent in teaching prac-
tice, other situations hardly appear, if not in a degenerate way, i.e. the
teacher does not carry out his task correctly but intervenes to ensure that
the students give the correct answer.
Those presented are just some of the didactic situations presented by this
theory, which, however fine and well-constructed, still deserves to be known
and studied.

1.3 Error handling

A very important aspect of mathematics teaching, which unfortunately still
today is not valued enough in Italian schools, is error management. Raffaella
Borasi, an Italian scholar who has been in America for a long time, has
produced revolutionary writings with respect to the approach to error ( see
e.g. [10], [9], [3]), considering it a true teaching resource.

The error, in the traditional educational setting, is considered a failure, the
cause of a low grade. The need to complete a rigid pre-established program
forces students and teachers to do mathematics under the pressure of the
variable time, thus creating the will to avoid mistakes, which are therefore
linked to negative emotions.
Borasi therefore argues that there is a need for time that students can ded-
icate to "get lost", because getting lost and making mistakes are excellent
opportunities for new learning opportunities to be exploited. In one of his
written productions, Borasi brings examples of questions that can stimulate
the use of error, so as to use them as a starting point for new mathematical
explorations.

The teacher’s ability to manage errors is therefore important, with "man-
aging" we mean many different actions: noticing the errors, understanding
where they come from, finding significant insights starting from the errors
and creating paths that lead to thinking about the causes of these errors.
In 2013, Mellone, Ribeiro and Jakobsen introduced a new construct of in-
terpretative knowledge ([18]), which deals with the knowledge necessary
to be able to interpret the mathematical productions of students. Requiring
great attention to the processes, it is strongly linked to the work of argu-
mentation by the students, which is both fundamental from an educational
point of view for the student and an essential means for the teacher.
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The fact that behind a student’s answer there is not a single possible inter-
pretation is truly fundamental in mathematics teaching, it is what leads to
differentiating observation and interpretation, making the latter become a
working hypothesis and not the absolute truth, being a completely subjective
activity. The difference between observation and interpretation is crucial
and the fact that correct answers can hide difficulties, and conversely that
some errors can develop significant explorations help us to become aware of
this difference.
This awareness should then also lead us to take an interest in educational
research and its results, key means for increasing one’s interpretative knowl-
edge.

1.4 Justification problem and mathematical com-
petence

The justification problem is identified with the need to justify the meaning
of mathematics education for everyone. The fundamental role that math-
ematics plays in today’s society is not questioned, but this is not enough
to justify the fact that everyone must study mathematics. Some scholars,
including Mogens Niss ([21]), a Danish mathematics education researcher,
argue that the answer to the justification problem must cover two contexts:
on the one hand, it must justify why society has to invest resources to en-
sure that everyone is taught mathematics, on the other, the most important
according to many, it is necessary to justify to the individual the reasons
why he must study mathematics throughout his school career, regardless of
the path he wants to take in the future.

To find an answer that justifies teaching mathematics to the individual, we
want to find the objective of the individual’s mathematics education and
then show how the achievement of this objective is significant for the indi-
vidual regardless of future choices.
By addressing this new issue, Niss and his team start from an affinity found
between mastery of mathematics and mastery of language, often called lit-
eracy. Several studies already exist on the latter, which therefore provide
a good starting point for defining mathematical literacy, evocative of the
various degrees of mathematical competence.
According to Niss, literacy has three fundamental characteristics:

• mastering a language implies knowing how to use different linguistic
registers based on the context in which one finds oneself;

• the main components of language proficiency are the same for a liter-
ature teacher and for a primary school student;

• knowledge and skills related to spelling, grammar and vocabulary are
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certainly necessary to master the language but they are not sufficient.

These three characteristics, according to an assumption by Niss and his
group, must also characterize mathematical literacy. Indeed we note that
these components are didactically important:

• the need to present mathematical tools and to challenge students in
different contexts, thus having the ability, for example, to notice a
situation that can be modeled mathematically;

• the need to work transversely between the various school levels;

• knowledge and skills are certainly necessary to master mathematics
but they are not sufficient.

Mathematical competence, that is the goal we are looking for, cannot be
reduced to knowledge and skills alone, but, starting from these, it is some-
thing more. Starting from these assumptions, Niss proposes a definition of
mathematical competence, which is updated and evolved by OECD (The
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) in the theoret-
ical framework of the famous international survey PISA 2003 and again in
PISA 2012 ([29]) and has become the following:

Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to formu-
late, employ, and interpret mathematics in a variety of con-
texts. It includes reasoning mathematically and using mathe-
matical concepts, procedures, facts, and tools to describe, ex-
plain, and predict phenomena. It assists individuals to recognise
the role that mathematics plays in the world and to make the
well-founded judgments and decisions needed by constructive,
engaged and reflective citizens.

Another important result present in the theoretical framework of PISA is the
modeling cycle (1.1), which explains what is practically meant by mathe-
matical literacy that each individual should acquire from mathematics edu-
cation. A criticism frequently leveled at mathematics education, especially

Figure 1.1: Modeling cycle

in the Italian context, is that it focuses mainly, if not only, on the right side
of the cycle.
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Niss highlights the fact that, despite having given an answer to the justi-
fication problem, there are still major difficulties in teaching mathematics.
The main critical issues are the following four (it should be noted that each
of these is linked to the transversal aspect of school levels):

• the implementation problem, related to the problem of training and
extraction of mathematics teachers;

• the problem of transition, linked to the irregularity in the presentation
of mathematics going from one school level to another;

• the problem of identity and coherence, the problem of transition then
leads to greater difficulties in students who try to give an identity to
mathematics and who try to understand what is required in mathe-
matics;

• the problem of assessment, in a context of discontinuity between the
various levels, it becomes difficult for students to identify, pursue, char-
acterize and measure a progression in the mastery of mathematics.

In Italy, through various projects, an attempt has been made to find a solu-
tion to the critical issues presented by Niss. The projects that contributed
the most are the Mathematics for Citizens Project and the M@t.abel
Project.
The first represents a concrete response to the problems of transition, iden-
tity and coherence and evaluation. The second, still inspired by the first,
has as its central topic the problem of implementation, which remained in
the background of the first project.

1.4.1 Problem solving

Problem solving can be considered as an educational goal (see e.g. [3], [16]).
It is clear that it is a cross-disciplinary skill, but it is certainly an activity
that characterizes doing mathematics, a fact supported by many prominent
mathematicians. The reasons why this practice is generally shared are de-
veloped on three main levels: that of mathematical education, that linked to
the taste and enjoyment of trying to solve problems and that linked to the
transversality of the activity which highlights the potential of mathematics
education outside the mathematical context.

The first motivation also depends on the certainty that problem solving is
able to stimulate intellectual challenges which then lead to a mathematical
development of the interested parties.

The second motivation starts from the belief that solving challenging prob-
lems is much more interesting than doing mathematics. This may be true
in a non-evaluative context, where one challenges oneself and others to solve
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a problem without having a shadow of evaluation following it. For these
reasons it is important to find moments in which, in the classroom, students
are confronted with problems with the aim of developing skills and not eval-
uating them. This method can enhance the pleasure of doing mathematics,
whether or not you succeed in solving the given problems.

The third motivation is associated with the training of the adult citizen,
the contribution of mathematics education to this training is linked to the
possibility of transferring what has been learned to contexts other than the
mathematical one. This contribution is therefore related to the evolution
of a forma mentis that can be applied to different situations and to the
realization of productive rather than reproductive processes.

1.5 Conclusion
We conclude by saying that mathematics is, therefore, essential to fully un-
derstand reality. It is also important to underline that the mathematization
of sciences no longer stops at the classical sciences, but it is expanding and
it is also involving the social and biological sciences as well. Unfortunately,
however, this central and fundamental role of mathematics is not yet recog-
nized by those who are not specialists in the field, it is therefore a difficult
but fundamental task to start changing this altered perception, and there is
no more suitable place than school to start with this revolution.





Chapter 2

Mathematics and
human/social sciences in
Italy

The previous chapter ended by recalling the fact that nowadays the math-
ematization of the sciences is increasingly involving areas such as the social
sciences. In this chapter we want to try to understand if in the Italian con-
text we begin to notice this change in mathematics education, no longer
aimed only at pure mathematics, or at most willing to link up with sciences
such as physics and chemistry, but also interested in involving in its paths
the humanistic/social sciences.

2.1 The survey

The following survey is aimed at investigating how often, in Italian high
schools, mathematics teachers consider applications of mathematics not only
to subjects in the scientific field, but also to subjects in the humanistic/social
field.
Below are the questions of the survey and the related answers obtained. The
survey was compiled by 105 Italian high school teachers.

• Question 1. Do you usually give space, during the school year, to
applications of mathematics in other areas than mathematics itself?
Possible answers.

1. Yes, both scientific and humanistic/social applications

2. Yes, only scientific applications

3. Yes, only humanistic/social applications

15
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4. No, I don’t have the time, if I had I would like to do it

5. No, I don’t think it’s necessary

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 44, 8%

2. 36, 2%

3. 3, 8%

4. 14, 3%

5. 0, 9%

If the answer to Question 1 is 1 or 3, then next questions are:

– Question 2. With regard to humanistic/social applications, do
you usually collaborate with teachers whose subject is affected by
these applications?
Possible answers.

1. I usually do

2. I usually don’t

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 70, 6%

2. 29, 4%
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– Question 3. What applications did you present to your students
in particular?
Possible answers. (Multiple choice)

1. Social choice theory

2. Different voting systems

3. The functioning of the auction

4. Political power of an individual or a group of individuals

5. Simple game theory models applied to historical conflict sit-
uations

6. Malthus model

7. Zeno’s paradox

8. Aristotelian syllogisms

9. Others

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 9, 8%

2. 27, 5%

3. 7, 8%

4. 13, 7%

5. 23, 5%

6. 19, 6%

7. 54, 9%

8. 39, 2%

Other answers detected:
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∗ The phenomenon of recidivism, in the ambit of those admit-
ted to alternative measures to prison detention

∗ Analysis of graphs to explain phenomena, in particular social
phenomena

∗ Choice problems in general

∗ Articles relating to statistical surveys on environmental or
social issues

∗ Gambling and mathematical models to describe the trend of
an epidemic

∗ Probability applied to the game, riddles concerning reality,
number theory (example: decomposition into prime factors
for banking systems), burning mirrors of the Greeks (parables
and comics)

∗ Astronomy and literature, transformers and solar panels, the
fiber

∗ Application to art, drawing and music

∗ Simple and compound capitalization

∗ Achilles and the tortoise, games of chance, the golden section
in Architecture and in Art

∗ Text analysis

∗ Use of probability distributions in the context of choices

– Question 4. Did you find the applications presented to your
students useful?
Possible answers.

1. Not at all

2. Not very

3. indifferent

4. Quite

5. Very

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 0, 0%

2. 5, 9%

3. 7, 8%
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4. 60, 8%

5. 25, 5%

– Question 5. Some positive and/or negative aspects of bringing
these applications to class.
Open answer. The most common answers to this question are
the following, divided into positive and negative aspects.
Positive aspects:

∗ Make students perceive that subjects are not closed drawers
but that there is global knowledge, a general knowledge of
which we can become aware.

∗ By experimenting with different applications of the subject,
they re-evaluate the very concept of mathematics.

∗ By recognizing concepts learned in other subjects, students
feel less afraid and see the subject a little closer.

∗ Sometimes these concrete applications help those who often
wonder what math is for in life.

∗ This type of lessons allows you to get away from the classic
lesson centered on exercises/problems/theorems.

Negative aspects:

∗ There is not enough time to devote to these applications,
risking not developing them at their best.

∗ Many teachers do not feel prepared enough to present these
applications.

Finally there is an aspect that would be good for student learning,
but sometimes it is difficult to achieve it due to lack of collabo-
ration between teachers:
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∗ The need for greater sharing between different disciplines,
especially to integrate the activity with the specific skills of
each.

– Question 6. Were you aware of all the applications listed in the
previous question?
Possible answers.

1. Yes, all of them

2. No, only some of them

3. No, none of them

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 11, 8%

2. 88, 2%

3. 0, 0%

– Question 7. Now that you have read some of the possible ap-
plications of mathematics in the humanistic/social field, are you
interested in exploring new applications and trying to present
them to your students?
If you like, you can give your reasons on the "Other" box.
Possible answers. (Multiple choice)

1. Yes

2. No

3. Other

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 86, 3%

2. 11, 8%
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The most common answers collected under the "other" option are:

∗ Yes, in this way one can give transversal information of math-
ematics.

∗ Having more time it would be nice to present them, but of-
ten the time is not even enough to carry out the standard
program.

∗ New possible applications to be presented are closely linked
to finding colleagues who are open and willing to collaborate.

If the answer to Question 1 is 2, 4 or 5, then next questions are:

– Question 8. Some of the possible applications of mathemat-
ics in the humanistic social field can be: Aristotle’s syllogisms,
Zeno’s paradoxes, the famous Malthus model, the functioning of
the auction, simple game theory models applied to historical con-
flict situations , the different voting systems, the political power
of an individual or a group of individuals, the theory of social
choice.
Were you aware of all these applications? Possible answers.

1. Yes, all of them

2. No, only some of them

3. No, none of them

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 5, 6%

2. 75, 9%

3. 18, 5%

If the answer to Question 8 is 1 or 2, then next question is:
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∗ Question 9. Why, despite knowing some of these appli-
cations, have you never presented them to your students?
Open answer. The most common answers to this question
are the following:

· Lack of time due to programs that are too dense to com-
plete.

· Lack of in-depth knowledge on the topics on the part of
the teachers.

· Difficulty in searching and creating new content that in-
volves linking with social applications.

· There has not yet been an opportunity to address these
topics.

· Because those in the scientific field are more congenial.

· Difficult to link these themes to the program.

If the answer to Question 8 is 3, then next question is:

∗ Question 10. Now that you have read some of the possible
applications of mathematics in the humanistic/social field,
are you interested in exploring new applications and trying
to present them to your students?
If you like, you can give your reasons on the "Other" box.
Possible answers. (Multiple choice)

1. Yes

2. No

3. Other

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 80%

2. 20%

No answers have been collected under the "other" option.

• Question 11. Do you think that applications of this type can bring
students closer to mathematics? If you like, you can give your reasons
on the "Other" box
Possible answers. (Multiple choice)

1. Yes

2. No
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3. Other

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 82, 9%

2. 17, 1%

The most common answers collected under the "other" option are:

– Students see mathematics in action: they see this citizen’s mathe-
matics as a necessary premise to be able to credibly support opin-
ions, based on data and not sensations: a true bulwark against
populism.

– The applications allow you to fully grasp the meaning of mathe-
matical concepts and to grasp their potential.

– Don’t know yet.

– Students often ask what is the use of what is done in mathemat-
ics, these would be real and useful applications that can arouse
interest and bring students closer to the subject.

• Question 12. As a teacher, do you think you have been sufficiently
trained to deal with applications of this type?
Possible answers.

1. Not at all

2. Not very

3. Quite

4. Very

Percentage for each response detected:

1. 29, 5%

2. 50, 5%

3. 17, 1%

4. 2, 9%
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From the answers obtained we can isolate some interesting aspects.
First of all, unlike what we expected, the percentage of teachers who carry
out both scientific and humanistic/social applications is higher than the per-
centage of teachers who carry out only scientific applications. Despite this,
as pointed out by some open answers and by Section 2.3, the textbooks most
used in high schools do not help teachers. To realize this, it is sufficient to
see the scarcity of proposals for applications of a humanistic/social nature
present in these textbooks.
After that, we can see that teachers presenting humanistic/social applica-
tions, in most cases, do not collaborate with colleagues who deal with the
subjects that intersect mathematics in this type of applications. Collabora-
tion between teachers of such different subjects, on the other hand, could
make students understand even better the presence of mathematics in all
areas, and it is also known that any interdisciplinary project benefits stu-
dents thanks to the vision of different points of view of the same subject.
Furthermore, despite the percentage approaching 50% of teachers present-
ing humanistic/social applications, it is interesting to note that 80% of those
who filled out the questionnaire do not consider themselves trained in this
field, and these teachers often fear presenting applications of this type to
the class due to poor preparation. To be more precise, among the teachers
presenting applications of a humanistic/social type, 72.6% do not feel ade-
quately prepared to deal with applications of this type. Among the teachers
who, on the other hand, do not present this type of application, 87% do not
feel adequately prepared; the percentage is much higher as expected.
Finally, it can be concluded by highlighting the fact that almost all teachers
believe that this type of humanistic/social applications are to be considered
useful for students, both for those who are already interested in the subject
and for those who feel less akin to scientific subjects but thanks to these
insights they can feel closer to mathematics.
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2.2 National Guidelines for high schools

The National Guidelines for high schools ([19]) are intended to set the gen-
eral objectives, learning objectives and related goals for the development
of children’s and young people’s skills for each discipline or field of expe-
rience. To investigate the Italian Context it is necessary to analyse this
document, searching for references to applications of mathematics in the
humanistic/social field.
References in the document are presented below.
The National Guidelines are divided into sections, every section is dedi-
cated to a different type of high school: artistic high school visual arts
address, artistic high school architecture and environment address, artistic
high school design address, artistic high school audiovisual and multimedia
address, artistic high school graphics address, artistic high school set design
address, classical high school, linguistic high school, musical and dance high
school, scientific high school, scientific high school applied sciences address,
human sciences high school, human sciences high school social economic ad-
dress. There are some sentences that recall applications of mathematics in
the humanistic/social field in common for every type of high school listed
before in the subsection "Mathematics":

• "The student will have acquired a historical-critical view of the rela-
tionship between the main themes of mathematical thought and the
philosophical, scientific and technological context. In particular, he
will have acquired the meaning and scope of the three main moments
that characterize the formation of mathematical thought: mathemat-
ics in Greek civilization, the infinitesimal calculus that was born with
the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century and which leads
to the mathematization of the physical world, the which takes its cue
from Enlightenment rationalism and which leads to the formation of
modern mathematics and to a new process of mathematization which
invests new fields (technology, social, economic, biological sciences)
and which has changed the face of scientific knowledge."

• "This articulation of themes and approaches will form the basis for
establishing links and conceptual and methodological comparisons with
other disciplines such as physics, natural sciences, philosophy and
history."

Then there are some sentences that are specific for every high school. In the
subsection "Mathematics" of all different addresses of linguistic high schools
it is written: "In the artistic high school, particular attention will be paid
to all those mathematical concepts and techniques that have particular rele-
vance in the graphic, pictorial and architectural arts and which pertain
in particular to analytical, descriptive and projective geometry."
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In the subsection "Mathematics" of the classical high school, all different
addresses of linguist high school and musical and dance high school it is
written: "In the classical high school, particular attention will be paid to the
relationship between mathematical thought and philosophical thought; in
the linguistic high school, to the role of linguistic expression in mathematical
reasoning; in the musical and dance high school, to the role of mathematical
structures in musical language; in the high school of human sciences, to a
critical view of the role of mathematical modeling in the analysis of social
processes."
Finally, in the paragraph "Data and Forecasts" of the second two-year pe-
riod in the section "Mathematics" of the human science high school social
economic address there are some additional interesting sentences:

• "The multidisciplinary teaching of the human sciences, to be foreseen
in close contact with the economy and legal disciplines, mathematics,
geography, philosophy, history, literature, provides the student with the
useful skills:

1. to understand the dynamics of social reality, with particular at-
tention to the world of work, personal services, intercultural phe-
nomena and the contexts of coexistence and the construction of
citizenship;

2. to understand the sociopolitical and economic transformations in-
duced by the phenomenon of globalization, the issues relating to
the management of multiculturalism and the sociopolitical and
economic significance of the so-called "third sector";

3. to develop an adequate cultural awareness of psycho-social dy-
namics;

4. to master the principles, methods and techniques of research in
the economic-social field."

• "The use of mathematics in social and economic disciplines will be
explored according to a modeling approach."

It is clear that applications of mathematics to humanistic/social field are
rarely mentioned, except for human science high school social economic ad-
dress, where it is underlined the usefulness of studying the relations between
human science and mathematics.

2.3 High school textbooks
We analyzed two complete cycles of math high school books. What we
were searching for were some references, in any form, to humanistic/social
application of mathematics. The cycles of book analyzed are Matematica
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blu for the first ([4]), second ([5]) grade of high school, and Matematica blu
2.0 for the third ([6]), fourth ([7]) and fifth ([8]) grade of high school, both
editions by Bergamini, Barozzi and Trifone and I colori della Matematica,
for all the five grades of high school ([24], [25], [26], [27], [28]), by Sasso and
Zanone.

Matematica blu. Each chapter of this book is divided into a first the-
oretical part, inside which there are two particular paragraphs called "Ex-
ploration" and "Problems, reasoning, deductions", which propose insights of
different types. At the beginning of each chapter there is a question relat-
ing to different areas, the answer to which is then found at the end of the
theoretical part, we will call this part "Question&Answer".
After this first theoretical part there is a part with a considerable number of
exercises followed by two other particular paragraphs, called "Laboratory of
mathematics" and "Mathematics for the citizen". The first aims to give some
connection points between the topics covered and the computer programs
that can be used in support, the second, instead, wants to take a look at
the applications of mathematics in the life of each of us, as the name itself
suggests.
Each chapter concludes with "end of chapter tests".

Matematica blu 2.0. Each chapter of this book is divided into a first
theoretical part, inside which there is, as in Matematica blu, the paragraph
"Exploration" and "Question&Answer".
Between the theoretical part and the part of exercises there is the paragraph
"Laboratory of mathematics", the same one present in the previous edition
we talked about above.
After the part of exercises, always numerous, there is a new paragraph,
which replaces the one called "Mathematics for the citizen", which is called
"Reality and models". This paragraph consists of a maximum of two pages
in which there are exercises based on real situations.
Each chapter concludes with "Towards the state exam", a section in which
there are exercises which, as the name implies, have the aim of preparing
the student for the state exam.

I colori della matematica. This book is divided into two main parts, the
physical book and the online book. Each chapter of the physical book is di-
vided into a first theoretical part, and a second part in which there are many
exercises. In this last part there are different types of exercises: the classical
ones that do not have a particular denomination, the ones under the denom-
ination of "Reality and models", that consist on exercises based on real situa-
tions, the ones under the denomination of "From the newspaper", that are ex-
ercises based on newspaper articles, and finally the ones under the denomina-
tion of "Mathematics and physics/chemistry/history/economics/electronics/...",
that are exercises that link mathematics to other subjects.
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Each chapter of the online book can contain several sections: insights, math-
ematics in reality, mathematics in history, use of different tools and problem
solving. Not all of the sections listed are in every chapter.

After reading all the textbooks looking for humanistic/social applications of
mathematics between the chapters, we created a list containing everything
we found, specifying in which specific section of the chapter it was present.
We propose the list below:

• Matematica blu 1:

– page 91, Exploration: Numbers and music;

– page 176, Question&Answer: Blood groups;

– page 247, Exploration: World population model;

– page 283, Mathematics for the citizen: Genealogical tree;

– page α10, Exploration: Is smoking bad?;

– page G23, Question&Answer: Without compass;

– page G54, Exploration: Triangles on doors, mathematics and ar-
chitecture.

• Matematica blu 2:

– page 1130, Exploration: Canon, music and geometric transfor-
mations;

– page β18, Exploration: Lottery game.

• Matematica blu 2.0 3:

– page 88, Exploration: Cryptography;

– page 258, Question&Answer: Measurement of the diameter of a
tree trunk with three rods;

– page 393, Exploration: The focus of the president (Meeting be-
tween architecture and politics);

– page 430, Reality and Models: It is whispered but it is heard;

– page 628, Reality and Models: A bacterial population;

– page β44, Exploration: Statistics and the labor market;

– page β45, Question&Answer: Reliability of survey results.

• Matematica blu 2.0 4:

– page 1099, Exploration: Debt, deficit and GDP;
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– page α17, Question&Answer: Always around (trip optimization
of a salesman).

• Matematica blu 2.0 5:

– page 1366, Question&Answer: The right price (supply and de-
mand curve);

– page 1398, Reality and Models: Flu;

– page 1562, Reality and Models: Personal income tax (Irpef);

– page 1585, Exploration: Zeno’s paradoxes;

– page 1649, Question&Answer: Inflation;

– page 1725, Exploration: Fines, sicve and speed cameras com-
pared;

– page 1732, Question&Answer: Survival boards;

– page 2032, Question&Answer: Shape of the Eiffel Tower ;

– page 2092, Exploration: Prey and predators;

– page 2118, Reality and Models: Force interest;

– page σ31, Question&Answer: Math and law.

• I colori della matematica 1:

– page 44, Reality and Models: Archaeologist;

– unit 2 online, Mathematics in reality: Proportional electoral law;

– page 120, From the Newspaper: Apple’s revenue decline;

– page 243, Reality and Models: Construction of formulas for car
tax;

– page 264, From the Newspaper: Unemployment rate;

– page 299, Mathematics and Economics: Investments (interest
rate, fixed installment, compound capitalization regime, amount,
capital,...);

– unit 7 online, Mathematics in reality: Cryptography;

– page 362, Mathematics and Economics: Wages, production of a
good, increase in prices;

– page 407, From the Newspaper: Easter holidays 2016 ;

– page 457, From the Newspaper: 2020 without cocoa;
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– page 567, Mathematics and Economics: Investments (interest
rate, fixed installment, compound capitalization regime, amount,
capital,...);

– page 603, Mathematics and Economics: Investments (interest
rate, fixed installment, compound capitalization regime, amount,
capital,...);

– unit 15 online, Mathematics in reality: Weighted average and city
taxis;

– page 664 and 665, Reading graphs: Diffusion of social media in
the period 2005-2010 by age group. Percentage incidence on GDP
of pension expenditure in Italy in the years 1981-2013. Compar-
ison of causes of mortality in the years 1931, 1971, 2012 ;

– page 665, From the Newspaper: Benetton group sales in 2015 ;

– unit 17 online, Mathematics in reality: Tetris.

• I colori della matematica 2:

– page 184 and 185, Choice problems: More convenient options for
companies, banks, telephone rates, rentals,...;

– page 307, From the Newspaper: China: new promised land for
Italians;

– page 573, From the Newspaper: "Scratch and win": to make ends
meet the state gambles.

• I colori della matematica 3:

– page 53, Reality and Models: Evolution of an epidemic;

– page 66, Mathematics and Economics: Investments (interest rate,
fixed installment, compound capitalization regime, amount, capi-
tal,...);

– unit 2 online, Mathematics in reality: Cryptography (exactly the
same resource used in volume 1);

– page 163, Reality and Models: Growth of an insect population;

– page 175, Reality and Models: Types of contracts;

– unit 5 online, Insights: Linear programming problems: maximiz-
ing profit;

– page from 272 to 274, Choice problems: More convenient options
for companies, banks, telephone rates, rentals,...;

– page 493, Reality and Models: Internet;
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– page 495, Reality and Models: Flu epidemic;

– page 570, Reality and Models: Spread of a fire;

– page 738, Reading graphs: Diffusion of social media in the period
2005-2010 by age group. Percentage incidence on GDP of pension
expenditure in Italy in the years 1981-2013. Comparison of causes
of mortality in the years 1931, 1971, 2012 (exactly the same
exercises as in volume 1);

– page 738, From the Newspaper: Benetton group sales in 2015
(exactly the same exercise as in volume 1).

• I colori della matematica 4:

– page 26, Mathematics and Economics: Investments (interest rate,
fixed installment, compound capitalization regime, amount, capi-
tal,...);

– page 26, Reality and Models: Fish population. Half-life of a drug.
Bacteria. Population of a city;

– page 27, Mathematics and Economics: Investments (interest rate,
fixed installment, compound capitalization regime, amount, capi-
tal,...);

– page 35, Reality and Models: Bacteria. Parasites. Absorption of
a drug;

– page 45, Reality and Models: Colony of bacteria. Concentration
of a drug;

– page 84, Mathematics and Economics: Upright. Inflation rate.
Compound capitalisation. Price of a good;

– page 84 and 85, Reality and Models: Half-life of a drug. Con-
centration of a drug in the blood;

– page 87, Reality and Models: Alcohol and accident risk. Archae-
ology;

– page 100, Reality and Models: Organ donors. Influenza incidence
rate;

– page 548, Reality and Models: Queues at the tollbooth. Evolution
of a fish population;

– page 557, Problems from reality: Bacteria. Defective parts. Evo-
lution of a population. An investment;

– page 570 and 571, Problems from reality: SIS model. Gompertz
model;
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– page 619 and 620, Reality and Models: Absorption of a drug.
Evolution of a population.

• I colori della matematica 5:

– page 46, Reality and Models: Spread of an epidemic. Average
cost;

– page 78, Reality and Models: Spread of an epidemic

– page 128, Reality and Models: Bacterial reproduction;

– page 149, Reality and Models: Estimate of an animal population;

– page 156, Problems from reality: Growth of a population. Growth
of a tumor ;

– page 312, Reality and Models: Spread of the flu;

– page 334, Reality and Models: Evolution of a population of lady-
bugs;

– page 391, Reality and Models: Growth of an insect population.
Concentration of a drug in the blood;

– page 454, Problems from reality: Growth of a colony of bacteria.
Dissemination of a product. Evolution of a population;

– page 510, Reality and Models: Lotto game;

– page 511, Reality and Models: Booking an airline ticket.

We can notice that in the cycle of textbooks "Matematica blu" and "Matem-
atica blu 2.0" most of the humanistic/social applications found are under
the section called "Explorations". The part of exercises called "Mathematics
for citizens" in volumes 1 and 2, which becomes "Reality and Models" in the
following three volumes, for the most part does not present situations that
are actually useful for the citizen or that represent reality and introduce
models.
We report two examples of exercises which, despite being realistic in na-
ture, are not really useful. The first example is taken from "Mathematics
for citizens":
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The proposed exercise is interesting as a test of the student’s understanding,
but it does not help the citizen in everyday life in any way. It is a classic
exercise, contextualized in a situation that we can define as real.
The second example is taken from "Reality and Models":

Also in this case, as in the previous example, we are faced with a classic
exercise, in a real context, which however does not in any way help the stu-
dent to discover new sides of mathematics in reality and does not introduce
the concept of model.
Unlike the humanistic/social applications we are looking for, scientific ap-
plications, of a physical/chemical type, are much more present in this cycle
of books, especially in the "Reality and Models" exercises.
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It is also interesting to note that among the humanistic/social applications
proposed in the questionnaire and those collected from the answers, seen
previously, in this cycle of textbooks we find only a few references to the
lottery game, some applications of mathematics to architecture, some refer-
ences to statistical surveys and a paragraph dedicated to Zeno’s paradoxes.
We report below some examples of the references we found. The first exam-
ple is the Exploration Lottery game:

The second example is the Exploration The focus of the president:

The third example is the Question&Answer Reliability of survey results:
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The last example is the Exploration Zeno’s paradoxes:

Certainly there are some other interesting ideas in these textbooks, such
as for example the exploration dedicated to Dept, deficit and GDP or the
question&answer dedicated to Inflation, which we report below:
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Although these examples and exercises are interesting, it would have been
useful to go deeper into these topics, also introducing a certain continuity
with the subsequent volumes, for example.

In the cycle of textbooks "I colori della matematica" we find many more
references to humanistic/social applications of mathematics, as we can see
from the list above. It is interesting to note, however, that the majority of
applications found are among the exercises in the physical book and instead
the interesting insights taken from the "Mathematics in reality" section of
the online book are few and are not connected to the exercises found. Per-
haps it would have been more constructive to have resources in the online
book that deepen humanistic, social and economic concepts that are then
presented without a solid background in the exercises under the paragraphs
"Reality and Models", "From the Newspaper" and "Mathematics and Eco-
nomics".
On the other hand, a positive note is deserved by the fact that many of
the proposed humanistic/social exercises, such as for example those con-
cerning the growth of a population, the spread of an epidemic and others,
are very often taken up so as to consolidate the idea that mathematics is
connected to many fields, not only purely scientific. The only downside to
this is that sometimes some insights or exercises are simply repeated the
same, such as the cryptography tab or the graph reading exercises, that we
report respectively below, that are present both in volume 1 and 3.
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However, the exercises and online resources are very interesting. Below there
is an example by every type of exercise and in-depth information sheets.
Example of exercise in "Reality and Models":

Example of exercise in "From the Newspaper":
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Example of exercise in "Mathematics and Economics":

Example of exercise of "Choice problems":

Example of exercise of "Problem from reality":

Example of "Mathematics in reality" online tab:



Chapter 3

Political Power: an
application of Mathematics

Political Power is one of the central concepts of political science, that is one
of the reasons because it has been chosen as central topic of the activity
that will be held in class. Power in general is many-faceted with aspects
like influence, intimidation, authority and others. Our analysis concerns the
narrower sphere involving power, which is reflected in formal voting situa-
tions related to specific yes-no issues.
In literature there are different definitions of index of power, in this chapter
we will introduce Shapley-Shubik index of power, Banzhaf index of
power, Johnston index of power and Deegan-Packel index of power
(see e.g. [30], [14]).
The principle subjects of this topic we are going to analyze are voting sys-
tems. From now on we will always consider systems with a finite number of
members.
First of all we need some definitions and then we need to add a convention,
with which we can turn to our discussion of power:

Definition 3.0.1. A yes-no voting system is a set of rules that specifies
which collections of "yes" votes yield passage of the issue at hand.
Any collection of voters is called a coalition.
A coalition is said to be winning if passage is guaranteed by "yes" votes
from exactly the voters in that coalition.
Coalitions that are not winning are called losing.

Definition 3.0.2. A monotone voting system is a voting system such
that adding extra voters to a winning coalition again yields to a winning
coalition. For monotone systems, one can focus on the minimal winning
coalitions, namely those winning coalitions with the property that the dele-
tion of one of any of the voters yields a losing coalition.

39
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Convention. Whenever we say voting system we mean monotone voting
system in which the grand coalition, i.e. the one to which all the voters
belong, is winning, and the empty coalition, i.e. the one to which none of
the voters belong, is losing.

3.1 Shapley-Shubik index of power
We need a first definition that we will use to define Shapley-Shubik index of
power:

Definition 3.1.1. Let X be the finite set of all voters of a voting system
(yes-no voting system in our case), let σ be an ordering of the elements
of X. A voter is said to be pivotal for σ if the coalition formed by the
elements of σ that appear before him is a non-winning coalition, but the
coalition formed by the addition of this voter to the the previous coalition
is a winning coalition.

Example 3.1.2. Suppose X = {p1, ..., p8} is the set of voters of a voting
system, let each voter has one vote except for p2 and p8 who have two each.
Suppose six votes are needed for passage of a certain proposal. Consider
the ordering (p2, p4, p8, p1, p5, p6, p3, p7). The coalition {p2, p4, p8} is a non-
winning coalition, but if p1 joins it, it becomes {p2, p4, p8, p1} that is a
winning coalition, so p1 is pivotal for this ordering.

We are now ready to define the first index of power we are going to see.

Definition 3.1.3. Suppose p is a voter in a yes-no voting system and let
X be the finite set of all voters. The Shapley-Shubik index of p, denoted
by SSI(p) is the ratio of the number of orderings of X for which p is pivotal
to the total number of possible orderings of the set X.

Observation 3.1.4. • The denominator in SSI(p) is just n! if there are
n voters. Indeed the number of total possible orderings of n people is
given by n!.

• 0 ≤ SSI(p) ≤ 1 for all p. Indeed the orderings of X for which p is
pivotal is a subset of all the possible orderings. Hence the number
at the numerator in calculating the Shapley-Shubik index of p is less
than or (at most) equal to the denominator, it means that SSI(p) ≤ 1.
Meantime the numerator is either a positive integer or zero and the
denominator is a positive integer, then SSI(p) ≥ 0.

•
∑

p∈X
SSI(p) = 1. Indeed every ordering σ has one and only one el-

ement that is pivotal for that ordering. Hence the disjoint union of
all orderings with a pivotal element is precisely the set of all possi-
ble orderings. Thanks to this fact:

∑
p∈X

number of orderings of X for
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which p is pivotal= total number of possible orderings of the set X,
and

∑
p∈X

SSI(p) = T otOrderings
T otOrderings = 1.

Example 3.1.5. Let us consider the previous Example 3.1.2, and calculate
SSI(p1). Notice that p1 is pivotal for an ordering precisely when the number
of votes held by the voters to the left of it is five, cause p1 has only one vote.
We have different cases:

1. p1 is preceded by both p2 and p8 and any other voter;

2. p1 is preceded by only one between p2 and p8 and any three other
voters;

3. p1 is preceded by all remaining voters with one vote each.

Case 1. We have five different possibilities (because there are five voters we
can choose between). For every possibility we have to calculate the number
of possible orderings: for the first three voters we have 3! orderings and
for the last four voters we have 4! orderings. So for this case we will have
5 · 3! · 4! = 720 orderings.
Case 2. We have 2 ·

(5
3
)

= 20 different possibilities (because we have two
choices between p2 and p8 and we have to choose three voters out of five and
so there are

(5
3
)

choices for the other three elements). For every possibility we
have to calculate the number of possible orderings: for the first four voters
we have 4! orderings and for the last three voters we have 3! orderings. So
for this case we will have 20 · 4! · 3! = 2880 orderings.
Case 3. We have only one possibility because there are no voters to choose
between (we need all five remaining voters with one vote each before p1). We
have to calculate the number of possible orderings: for the first five voters
we have 5! orderings and for the last two voters we have 2! orderings. So for
this case we will have 5! · 2! = 240 orderings.
Hence, as numerator of the SSI(p1) we have 720 + 2880 + 240 = 3840
orderings for which p1 is pivotal, as denominator we have 8! = 40320, then
SSI(p1) = 3840

40320 = 2
21 ≃ 0.095.

We can say p1 has about 9.5% as percentage of power in this voting system,
the same would be true for all other voters with only one vote.
For p2 and p8 we have a different result. Let us find the result for p2, then it
would be the same for p8. Notice that p2 is pivotal for an ordering precisely
when the number of votes held by the voters to the left of it is either four
or five, cause p2 has two votes. We have four different cases:

1. p2 is preceded by p8 and any two others voters;

2. p2 is preceded by p8 and any three others voters;

3. p2 is preceded by any four voters excluding p8;
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4. p2 is preceded by any five voters excluding p8.

Case 1. We have
(6

2
)

= 15 different possibilities (because we have to choose
two voters out of six). For every possibility we have to calculate the number
of possible orderings: for the first three voters we have 3! orderings and
for the last four voters we have 4! orderings. So for this case we will have
15 · 3! · 4! = 2160 orderings.
Case 2. We have

(6
3
)

= 20 different possibilities (because we have to choose
three voters out of six). For every possibility we have to calculate the number
of possible orderings: for the first four voters we have 4! orderings and for
the last three voters we have 3! orderings. So for this case we will have
20 · 4! · 3! = 2880 orderings.
Case 3. We have

(6
4
)

= 15 different possibilities (because we have to choose
four voters out of six). For every possibility we have to calculate the number
of possible orderings: for the first four voters we have 4! orderings and for
the last three voters we have 3! orderings. So for this case we will have
15 · 4! · 3! = 2160 orderings.
Case 4. We have

(6
5
)

= 6 different possibilities (because we have to choose
five voters out of six). For every possibility we have to calculate the number
of possible orderings: for the first five voters we have 5! orderings and for
the last three voters we have 2! orderings. So for this case we will have
6 · 5! · 2! = 1440 orderings.
Hence, as numerator of the SSI(p1) we have 2160+2880+2160+1440 = 8640
orderings for which p2 is pivotal, as denominator we have 8! = 40320, then
SSI(p2) = 8640

40320 = 3
14 ≃ 0.214.

We can say p2 and p8 have about 21.4% as percentage of power in this
voting system. As we saw in the Observation 3.1.4 0 ≤ SSI(pi) ≤ 1 for all
i = 1, ..., 8 and

∑
p∈X

SSI(p) = 6 · 2
21 + 2 · 3

14 = 1.

It is clear that with a more complex voting system it would not be that easy
to calculate Shapley-Shubik index of power of a voter. In the particular case
of a yes-no weighted voting system where every voter has one vote, there is
a theorem that makes finding the Shapley-Shubik index of power of a voter
much easier.
First of all we need to define what a yes-no weighted voting system is.

Definition 3.1.6. A yes-no voting system is said to be weighted if it can be
described by specifying real number weights for the voters and a real number
quota, with no provisos or mention of veto power, such that a coalition is
winning precisely when the sum of the weights of the voters in the coalition
meets or exceeds the quota.

Notation. Suppose we have a weighted voting system with n voters p1, ..., pn

with, respectively, weights w1, ..., wn. Suppose that q is the quota. Then
this system can be denoted in this way: [q : w1, ..., wn].
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The Example 3.1.2 we made before is an example of a weighted voting system
and it’s notation would be [6 : 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2].

If some voters decide to unite and vote together, becoming a so-called voting
bloc, then these voters are considered as a single voter with a number of votes
equal to the sum of the votes of each participant in the voting bloc.
For example, if we take again the system of Example 3.1.2, and suppose
p1, p3, p8 became a voting bloc, the notation will be [6 : 4, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1].

We are ready now to present this theorem:

Theorem 3.1.7. Suppose we have n voters and that a single bloc of size c
forms. Consider the resulting weighted voting system: [q : c, 1, ..., 1], with
n-c 1’s.
Assume c − 1 ≤ q − 1 ≤ n − c. Then the Shapley-Shubik index of power of
the bloc is given by:

SSI(bloc) = c
n−c+1 .

Proof. Notice that n−c+1 is just the number of distinct orderings, because
we have n−c 1’s and the number of places where c can be inserted is just one
more than this. We are not distinguishing between two orderings in which
the 1’s have been rearranged because, if we break this collection of (n−c+1)!
orderings into n − c + 1 equal size classes determined by the place occupied
by the c bloc in the string of n − c 1’s, then the different orderings within
any class are arrived at simply by permuting the 1’s involved. In particular,
the c-vote bloc is pivotal for one ordering in the class only if it is pivotal
for every ordering in the class. Thus, to calculate the Shapley-Shubik index
of the voting bloc, we must simply determine how many of the n − c + 1
distinct orderings have the c bloc in a pivotal position. The c bloc will be
pivotal when the initial sequence of 1’s is of length at least q − c and not
more than q − 1. Hence, the c bloc is pivotal when the initial sequence of
1’s is any of the following lengths: q − 1, q − 2,..., q − c.
Since q −1 ≤ n−c and n−c is the number of 1’s available, we can construct
sequences with all of these lengths.
There are exactly c numbers in the list of different lengths.
The Shapley-Shubik index of the bloc of size c is hence given by:

SSI(bloc) = c
n−c+1 .

Example 3.1.8. Suppose we have a yes-no voting system with 7 voters
with one vote each, the quota is 5. The notation for this voting system is
[5 : 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]. Suppose that 3 voters decide to vote together, so they
become a voting bloc. Now the system can be represented by this notation:
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[5 : 3, 1, 1, 1, 1]. In this system we can use Theorem 3.1.7. This theorem
implies that SSI(bloc) = 3

4+1 = 3
5 .

We now want to calculate SSI(bloc) using the definition given above, as-
suming that the three voters who make up the bloc are a single voter with
three votes at his disposal. In this system we have 5 voters, p1, ..., p5, assume
p1 to be the one with three votes.

SSI(p1) = (4
2)·2!·2!+(4

3)·3!+4!
5! = 72

120 = 3
5 .

The two results are actually the same.

Remark. Suppose we have a voting system where Suppose that each mem-
ber of a voting bloc has equal power, namely the power of each member
is the ratio of the power of the voting bloc to the number of members be-
longing to the voting bloc. Than the Shapley-Shubik index of power is a
superadditive function.
A function f is superadditive if f(x ∪ y) ≥ f(x) + f(y).
Theorem 3.1.7 shows that in a voting system with n members, where each
member has equal power, SSI is a superadditive function. Indeed, let p
be a single voter, SSI(p) = 1

n . If p is a member of a voting bloc with
c members, then SSI(c) = c

n−c+1 and SSI(pc) = c
n−c+1 · 1

c = 1
n−c+1

where pc is the voter p that has joined the voting bloc. We can eas-
ily observe that SSI(p) = 1

n ≤ 1
n−c+1 = SSI(pc) and then, of course,

SSI(c) =
∑
p∈c

SSI(pc) = c
n−c+1 ≥

∑
p∈c

SSI(p) = c
n , that is the definition of

superadditive function.

3.1.1 Paradoxical aspects

In general, power indexes could happen to have paradoxical aspects. Here
there is an example regarding Shapley-Shubik index of power:

Example 3.1.9. Suppose we have a bicameral yes-no voting system wherein
an issue, in order to pass, must win in both the House and the Senate.
Considering the House as a yes-no voting system in its own right, if a member
of the House has n (natural number) times as much power as another member
of the House have, then everyone expects that the first member still have
n times as much power as the other member when we are considering the
bicameral yes-no voting system.
Suppose that the House consists of three people, called A, B and C, and
there are two minimal winning coalition: A alone and B and C together. The
Senate consists of two people, called D and E, and there are two minimal
winning coalitions: D alone and E alone. The Shapley-Shubik indexes of
House voters, when we are considering the House as yes-no voting system in
its own right, are 4

6 , 1
6 and 1

6 , then A has four times as much power as B and
C has. Now, considering the bicameral yes-no voting system, the Shapley-
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Shubik indexes of House voters are 44
120 , 14

120 and 14
120 , then A no longer has

four times as much power as B and C has.
In 3.2.6 we will see that this paradoxical aspect does not happen using
Banzhaf index of power, that is the second index that we will introduce in
the next section.

3.2 Banzhaf index of power
We now introduce a different, even if similar, measure of power, the Banzhaf
index of power. It is interesting to know that this power index was intro-
duced by the attorney John F. Banzhaf III in connection with a lawsuit
involving the county board of Nassau County, New York in the 1960s.
To define this new index we first need the notion of total Banzhaf power
of a voter:

Definition 3.2.1. Suppose that p is a voter in a yes-no voting system.
Then the total Banzhaf power of p, denoted by TBP(p), is the number
of coalitions C satisfying the following conditions:

1. p is a member of C;

2. C is a winning coalition;

3. if p is deleted from C, the resulting coalition is not a winning one.
(Usually we say that p’s defection from C is critical).

Now we are ready to define the new index of power.

Definition 3.2.2. Let X be the set of all voters in a yes-no voting system,
suppose that p1 is one of these voters. Then the Banzhaf index of p1,
denoted by BI(p1), is the number given by

BI(p1) = T BP (p1)∑
p∈X

T BP (p) .

Observation 3.2.3. • 0 ≤ BI(p) ≤ 1 for all p.

•
∑

p∈X
BI(p) = 1.

Here are two examples that compute and compare Banzhaf and Shapley-
Shubik indexes of power.

Example 3.2.4. Let’s take again the system of the Example 3.1.2, we now
calculate the total Banzhaf power for every voter:

• For every p voter with one vote TBP (p) is the same and it is

TBP (p) = 5 + 2 ·
(5

3
)

+ 1 = 5 + 20 + 1 = 26;

• For every p voter with two votes TBP (p) is the same and it is
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TBP (p) =
(6

2
)

+
(6

3
)

+
(6

4
)

+
(6

5
)

= 15 + 20 + 15 + 6 = 56;

Hence we have TBP (p) = 26 for every p ∈ X that has one vote. We will
have the following Banzhaf index of power:

BI(p) = 26
26·6+56·2 = 26

268 = 13
134 ≃ 0, 097.

Then every voter with one vote of the system has the 9.7% as percentage of
power with respect to the Banzhaf definition.
Moreover we have TBP (p) = 56 for every p ∈ X that has two votes. We
will have the following Banzhaf index of power:

BI(p) = 56
26·6+56·2 = 56

268 = 14
67 ≃ 0, 209.

Then every voter with two votes of the system has the 20.9% as percentage
of power with respect to the Banzhaf definition.
Recall that for the same example we had SSI(p1) ≃ 0, 095 (as for any other
voter with one vote) and SSI(p2) = SSI(p8) ≃ 0, 214, these results are
similar but different from the last results.

Example 3.2.5. Suppose we have a three-person weighted voting system
in which p1 has fifty votes, p2 has forty-nine votes and p3 has one vote. The
quota is fixed at fifty-one.
The winning coalitions are: C1 = {p1, p2, p3}, C2 = {p1, p2}, C3 = {p1, p3}.
Shapley-Shubik index of power:

SSI(p1) = 4
3! = 2

3
SSI(p2) = 1

3! = 1
6

SSI(p3) = 1
3! = 1

6

Total Banzhaf power:

TBP (p1) = 3, TBP (p2) = 1, TBP (p3) = 1 ⇒
∑

p∈X
TBP (p) = 5

Banzhaf index of power:

BI(p1) = 3
5

BI(p2) = 1
5

BI(p3) = 1
5

We can observe that even in this example the two indexes are consistently
different.

3.2.1 Procedures

There are two different (but equivalent as we will see) procedures to compute
Total Banzhaf Power. Both procedures begin with a simple chart that has
the winning coalitions enumerated in a vertical list down to the left side of
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the page, and the individual voters enumerated in a horizontal list across
the top.

Procedure 1. Assign each voter a +1 (plus one) for each winning coalition
of which it is a member, and assign it a -1 (minus one) for each winning
coalition of which it is not a member. The sum of these +1 and -1 turns out
to be the Total Banzhaf Power of the voter.

Procedure 2. Assign each voter a +2 for each winning coalition of which it
is a member, and assign nothing for each winning coalition for which it is not
a member. The result of subtracting the total number of winning coalitions
from the sum of these +2 turns out to be the Total Banzhaf Power of the
voter.

It is easy to see that these two procedures are equivalent: going from Pro-
cedure 1 to Procedure 2, all the -1 became 0 and all the +1 became +2.
Hence, the sum for each voter increased by one for each winning coalition
and when we subtracted off the number of winning coalitions the result from
Procedure 2 became the same as the result from Procedure 1.
Now we have to explain why Procedure 1 works. Let us fix a voter p of the
voting system, the list of winning coalitions can be divided into 3 blocks of
coalitions:

1. Those winning coalitions for which p is not a member;

2. The coalition of Block 1 with p added to them;

3. All others winning coalitions.

We need to notice several thing about these blocks:

• the coalitions in Block 2 are all winning coalitions because we simply
add a new voter to coalitions that were already winning (remember
that we are considering only monotone voting systems);

• the number of coalitions in Block 2 is the same as in Block 1;

• every coalition in Block 3 contains p;

• p’s defection from a winning coalition is critical precisely for the coali-
tions in Block 3.

The Procedure 1 is now clear because the -1s in Block 1 are exactly offset
by the +1s in Block 2, this way only the +1s for coalitions of Block 3
are contributing to the sum, and these are precisely the ones for which p’s
defection is critical.
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3.2.2 Paradoxical aspects

Example 3.2.6. Now we can conclude the Example 3.1.9, since we intro-
duced the Banzhaf index of power.
Remember the system we are talking about: we have a bicameral yes-no vot-
ing system wherein an issue, in order to pass, must win in both the House
and the Senate. Considering the House as a yes-no voting system in its own
right, if a member of the House has n (natural number) times as much power
as another member of the House have, then everyone expects that the first
member still have n times as much power as the other member when we are
considering the bicameral yes-no voting system.
indices Suppose, as before, that the House consists of three people, called A,
B and C, and there are two minimal winning coalition: A alone and B and C
together. The Senate consists of two people, called D and E, and there are
two minimal winning coalitions: D alone and E alone. The Banzhaf indexes
of House voters, when we are considering the House as yes-no voting system
in its own right, are 3

5 , 1
5 and 1

5 , then A has three times as much power
as B and C has. Now, considering the bicameral yes-no voting system, the
Banzhaf indexes of House voters are 9

25 , 3
25 and 3

25 , then A still has three
times as much power as B and C has.

Banzhaf index of power is not free from these paradoxical aspects, let us see
an example now.

Example 3.2.7. Consider the following weighted system: [8:5,3,1,1,1]. Us-
ing the Procedure 1 it is easy to see that the Banzhaf indexes of the voters
are 9

19 , 7
19 , 1

19 , 1
19 and 1

19 .
Now suppose that the first voter, the one with five votes, gives one of his
votes to the second voter, the one with three votes. The system that arises
from this exchange is the following: [8:4,4,1,1,1]. If we calculate Banzhaf
indices of this new system we find the paradoxical aspect we were talking
about. The new indices are 1

2 , 1
2 , 0, 0, 0. It means that, although the first

voter has four votes instead of five, he has 1
2 of total power, as measured by

the Banzhaf index, that is strictly larger than 9
19 . This situation happens

because the least three voters lose all of their power and the first two voters
are both pivotal in every winning coalition, so they split in equal part the
power of the voting system, as measured by the Banzhaf index.
This paradoxical aspect does not arise if the power is measured as in Shapley-
Shubik index of power. Indeed, considering the first weighted system [8:5,3,1,1,1],
Shapley-Shubik indices of the voters are 11

20 , 6
20 , 1

20 , 1
20 , 1

20 . Considering the
second weighted system [8:4,4,1,1,1], Shapley-Shubik indices of the voters
are 1

2 , 1
2 , 0, 0, 0, so the power of the first voter is strictly smaller that

before, as everyone expected.
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3.3 Johnston index of power

The idea underlying the Johnston index of power is that the Banzhaf index
of power does not take into consideration the total number of voters whose
defection from a given coalition is critical. To explain better: if a voter p
is the only one whose defection from C is critical, then this is a stronger
indication of power than if every voter in C has a critical defection.
Let us now define the Johnston index of power with the following two defi-
nitions as for the Banzhaf index of power.

Definition 3.3.1. Suppose that p is one of the voters in a yes-no voting sys-
tem. The total Johnston power of p, denoted by TJP(p), is the number
arrived at as follows: suppose C1, ..., Cj are the winning coalitions for which
p’s defection is critical, suppose n1, ..., nj are respectively the numbers of
voters whose defection in C1, ..., Cj is critical. Then

TJP (p) = 1
n1

+ ... + 1
nj

.

Definition 3.3.2. Let X be the set of all voters of a yes-no voting system
and suppose p1 is one of these voters. The Johnston index of p1, denoted
by JI(p1), is the number given by:

JI(p1) = T JP (p1)∑
p∈X

T JP (p) .

Example 3.3.3. Suppose we are in the system of Example 3.2.5. Let us
compute the Johnston index of power of the three voters and compare it
with the two others indexes we already know.
Recall that the winning coalitions are: C1 = {p1, p2, p3}, C2 = {p1, p2},
C3 = {p1, p3}.
We have:

TJP (p1) = 1
1 + 1

2 + 1
2 = 2

TJP (p2) = 0 + 1
2 + 0 = 1

2
TJP (p3) = 0 + 0 + 1

2 = 1
2

and then we obtain:

JI(p1) = 2
2+ 1

2 + 1
2

= 2
3

JI(p1) =
1
2

2+ 1
2 + 1

2
= 1

6

JI(p1) =
1
2

2+ 1
2 + 1

2
= 1

6 .

Notice that these results are the same results we obtained for Shapley-Shubik
index.
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3.4 Deegan-Packel index of power
Deegan and Packel in 1978 introduced a new power index, that is uniquely
determined by three assumptions:

1. the only coalitions that should be considered in determining the rela-
tive power of voters are the minimal winning coalitions;

2. all minimal coalitions form with equal probability;

3. the amount of power a voter derives from belonging to some minimal
winning coalition is the same for all voters in that particular coalition.

Let us now define the Deegan-Packel index of power with the following two
definitions as for the Banzhaf and Johnston indexes of power.

Definition 3.4.1. Suppose that p is one of the voters in a yes-no voting
system. The total Deegan-Packel power of p, denoted by TDPP(p), is
the number arrived at as follows: suppose C1, ..., Cj are the minimal winning
coalitions to which p belongs, suppose n1, ..., nj are respectively the numbers
of voters in C1, ..., Cj . Then

TDPP (p) = 1
n1

+ ... + 1
nj

.

Definition 3.4.2. Let X be the set of all voters of a yes-no voting system,
suppose p1 is one of these voters. The Deegan-Packel index of p1, denoted
by DPI(p1), is the number given by:

DPI(p1) = T DP P (p1)∑
p∈X

T DP P (p) .

Example 3.4.3. Suppose we are in the system of Example 3.2.5. Let us
compute the Deegan-Packel index of power of the three voters and compare
it with the three other indexes we already know.
The minimal winning coalitions are: C2 = {p1, p2} and C3 = {p1, p3}. We
have:

TDPP (p1) = 1
2 + 1

2 = 1
TDPP (p2) = 1

2 + 0 = 1
2

TDPP (p3) = 0 + 1
2 = 1

2

and then we obtain:

DPI(p1) = 1
1+ 1

2 + 1
2

= 1
2

DPI(p2) =
1
2

1+ 1
2 + 1

2
= 1

4

DPI(p3) =
1
2

1+ 1
2 + 1

2
= 1

4 .

As we can see these results are different from the results relative to the other
indexes.
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3.5 Real-world examples of yes-no voting systems

We now introduce five real-world examples of yes-no voting systems that
will be used in the activity and some of them will be used as examples to
underlying the fact that the four indexes give really different results.

3.5.1 The European Economic Community of 1958

The European Economic Community was born in 1958 as one of the conse-
quences of the Treaty of Rome. This Community is a yes-no voting system
and the voters in 1958 were the following countries: Italy, France, Germany,
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg.

Italy, France and Germany were given four votes each, Belgium and the
Netherlands were given two votes each and Luxembourg was given one vote.
The Passage requires at least twelve votes.
In 1973 new countries were added to the European Economic Community
and the votes were redistributed.

Indexes of power of the six voters

Shapley-Shubik index of power. We need to calculate SSI(Italy), that
is the same for France and Germany, SSI(Belgium), that is the same for
the Netherlands, and SSI(Luxembourg).

SSI(Italy) = 2·3!+2·3!·2+3!·2+2·4!+2·3!·2+2·4!
6! = 168

720 = 14
60

This is because, to be pivotal, Italy may have from 8 to 11 votes before it.
To have 8 votes before the pivot, we can have France and Germany before
Italy. This case explains the addendum 2·3! because we can permute the two
countries before the pivot and the three countries after the pivot. Another
possibility is to have one between France and Germany and the countries
with two votes each, namely Belgium and the Netherlands. This case would
explain the addendum 2 · 3! · 2.
To have 9 votes before the pivot, we can have both cases exposed above, to
which we add Luxembourg that has only one vote. This case explains the
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addenda 3! · 2 + 2 · 4!.
To have 10 votes before the pivot, we can have France, Germany and one
between Belgium and the Netherlands before Italy. This case explains the
addendum 2 · 3! · 2.
Finally, to have 11 votes before the pivot, we can take the "10 votes before"-
case and add Luxembourg. This case explains the last addendum 2 · 4!.
The denominator will always be 6! in this system because we have six coun-
tries that can be exchanged between them.

SSI(Belgium) = (3
2)·3!·2+(3

2)·4!
6! = 108

720 = 9
60

This is because, to be pivotal, Belgium may have 10 or 11 votes before it.
To have 10 votes before the pivot, we can have two countries between Italy,
France and Germany and the Netherlands before Belgium. This case ex-
plains the addendum

(3
2
)

· 3! · 2.
To have 11 votes before the pivot, we can take the "10 votes before"-case
and add Luxembourg. This case explains the second addendum

(3
2
)

· 4!.

SSI(Luxembourg) = 0
6! = 0

This is because, to be pivotal, Luxembourg may have 11 votes before it, but
this is impossible.
Hence, with respect to the Shapley-Shubik index of power, Italy, France and
Germany have approximately 23.3% of the power each, Belgium and the
Netherlands have 15.0% of the power each and Luxembourg has 0.0% of the
power.

Banzhaf index of power. Let’s use Procedure 1:

I F G B N L
IFG 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
IFBN 1 1 -1 1 1 -1
IGBN 1 -1 1 1 1 -1
FGBN -1 1 1 1 1 -1
IFGL 1 1 1 -1 -1 1
IFBNL 1 1 -1 1 1 1
IGBNL 1 -1 1 1 1 1
FGBNL -1 1 1 1 1 1
IFGB 1 1 1 1 -1 -1
IFGN 1 1 1 -1 1 -1
IFGBL 1 1 1 1 -1 1
IFGNL 1 1 1 -1 1 1
IFGBN 1 1 1 1 1 -1
IFGBNL 1 1 1 1 1 1
TBP 10 10 10 6 6 0
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Now we can calculate the Banzhaf index for every voter:

BI(I) = BI(F ) = BI(G) = 10
42 = 5

21
BI(B) = BI(N) = 6

42 = 3
21

BI(L) = 0

Hence, with respect to the Banzhaf index of power, Italy, France and Ger-
many have approximately 23.8% of the power each, Belgium and the Nether-
lands have approximately 14.3% of the power each and Luxembourg has
0.0% of the power.

Johnston index of power. Let us use a chart as we did for Total Banzhaf
Power with the difference that in this case one needs to identify which voters
have critical defections from which winning coalitions. Here’s the procedure:

I F G B N L
IFG 1/3 1/3 1/3
IFBN 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
IGBN 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
FGBN 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
IFGL 1/3 1/3 1/3
IFBNL 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
IGBNL 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
FGBNL 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
IFGB 1/3 1/3 1/3
IFGN 1/3 1/3 1/3
IFGBL 1/3 1/3 1/3
IFGNL 1/3 1/3 1/3
IFGBN
IFGBNL
TBP 3 3 3 3/2 3/2 0

Now we can calculate the Johnston index for every voter:

JI(I) = JI(F ) = JI(G) = 3
12 = 1

4

JI(B) = JI(N) =
3
2

12 = 1
8

JI(L) = 0

Hence, with respect to the Johnston index of power, Italy, France and Ger-
many have 25.0% of the power each, Belgium and the Netherlands have
12.5% of the power each and Luxembourg has 0.0% of the power.

Deegan-Packel index of power. Let us use a chart as we did for Total
Johnston Power with the difference that includes only the minimal winning
coalitions. Here it is the procedure:

I F G B N L
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IFG 1/3 1/3 1/3
IFBN 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
IGBN 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
FGBN 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
TDPP5/6 5/6 5/6 3/4 3/4 0

Now we can calculate the Deegan-Packel index for every voter:

DPI(I) = DPI(F ) = DPI(G) =
5
6
4 = 5

24

DPI(B) = DPI(N) =
3
4
4 = 3

16
DPI(L) = 0

Hence, with respect to the Deegan-Packel index of power, Italy, France and
Germany have approximately 20.8% of the power each, Belgium and the
Netherlands have approximately 18.8% of the power each and Luxembourg
has 0.0% of the power.

As we can see we have four different results with respect to four different
indexes of power.

3.5.2 The United Nations Security Council

In this system there are five countries that are called permanent members,
that are China, England, France, Russia and the United States, and then
there are ten other countries that are called non-permanent members, for
a total of fifteen countries. Passage requires a quota of nine of the fifteen
possible votes, subject to a veto from any one of the five permanent members.

Indexes of power of the members

Shapley-Shubik index of power. Permanent members (P ) will all have
the same index of power, as will non-permanent members (NP ) with each
other.
The denominator in the calculation of the Shapley-Shubik index of power of
every member is 15!, because there are 15 members in total. We consider
a permanent member P. In order for him to be the pivotal element of the
order, the possibilities are: before him there must be the other four per-
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manent members and from four to ten non-permanent members, given that
for the coalition to be successful there must be are all permanent members
thanks to their right of veto. So:
4P+4NP+pivot+remaining members. The number of possible sorts
of this type is

(10
4
)

· 8! · 6!.
(10

4
)

because we can choose four NP countries out
of the ten we have, 8! because we can permute the eight countries we have
before the pivot and 6! because we can trade-in the six countries we have
after the pivot.
Same procedure for the other possibilities.
Therefore, the Shapley-Shubik index of power of a permanent member is:

SSI(P ) = (10
4 )·8!·6!+(10

5 )·9!·5!+...+(10
10)·14!

15! = 421
2145 ≃ 0.196

We consider a non-permanent member NP. To make it the pivotal element
of the order, the only possibility is that before it there are the five permanent
members and any three among the remaining non-permanent members. So
the sorting will be like 5P+3NP+pivot+remaining members. The
number of possible sorts of this type is

(9
3
)

· 8! · 6!.
(9

3
)

because I can choose
three NP members among the remaining nine, 8! because we can permute
the eight countries we have before the pivot and 6! because we can trade-in
the six countries we have after the pivot.
Therefore, the Shapley-Shubik index of power of a non-permanent member
is:

SSI(NP ) = (9
3)·8!·6!

15! = 4
2145 ≃ 1.86 × 10−3

Hence, with respect to the Shapley-Shubik index of power, permanent mem-
bers have approximately 19.6% of the power each, non-permanent members
have approximately 0.186% of the power each.

Banzhaf index of power. The winning coalitions are all those containing
5 permanent members and containing 4 to 10 non-permanent members.
The 5 permanent members are critical in any coalition, so their total Banzhaf
power is given by the total number of winning coalitions:

TBP (P ) =
(10

4
)

+
(10

5
)

+ ... +
(10

10
)

= 848

This is because
(10

4
)

is the number of possible coalitions containing five per-
manent members and four non-permanent members chosen from the 10 avail-
able; the same reasoning applies to the other possibilities of having winning
coalitions.
Non-permanent members are critical only in coalitions that contain five
permanent members and exactly four non-permanent members. Therefore,
given a non-permanent member NP whose Banzhaf power we want to cal-
culate, the number of these coalitions is given by

(9
3
)

= 84, because it is
sufficient to choose three non-permanent members out of the remaining nine
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available.
Therefore, the Banzhaf indexes of power of the members are:

BI(P ) = T BP (P )
5·T BP (P )+10·T BP (NP ) = 848

5·848+10·84 = 106
635 ≃ 0.167

BI(NP ) = T BP (NP )
5·T BP (P )+10·T BP (NP ) = 84

5·848+10·84 = 21
1270 ≃ 16.5 × 10−3

Hence, with respect to the Banzhaf index of power, permanent members
have approximately 16.7% of the power each, non-permanent members have
approximately 1.65% of the power each.

Johnston index of power. The Johnston index of power is calculated in
a similar way to the Banzhaf index of power, the difference is that for each
winning coalition considered in the Banzhaf, the number of critical members
of the coalition must be taken into account.
For the permanent members we have that in coalitions with five permanent
members and exactly four non-permanent members, the critical members
are all nine, whereas in the other coalitions where there are five to ten non-
permanent members, the critical members are only the five permanent.
Therefore the total Johnston power of the permanent members is given by:

TJP (P ) =
(10

4
)

· 1
9 + (

(10
5
)

+ ... +
(10

10
)
) · 1

5 = 2264
15

Non-permanent members are critical only in coalitions containing nine mem-
bers, including the five permanent ones. In these coalitions, the critical
members, as seen above, are all nine.
Therefore the total Johnston power for non-permanent members is given by:

TJP (NP ) =
(9

3
)

· 1
9 = 28

3

Therefore, the Johnston indexes of power of the members are:

JI(P ) = T JP (P )
5·T JP (P )+10·T JP (NP ) = 283

1590 ≃ 0.178
JI(NP ) = T JP (NP )

5·T JP (P )+10·T JP (NP ) = 7
636 ≃ 11.0 × 10−3

Hence, with respect to the Johnston index of power, permanent members
have 17.8% of the power each, non-permanent members have 1.10% of the
power each.

Deegan-Packel index of power.The Deegan-Packel index of power is cal-
culated in a similar way to Johnston’s, the difference is that only minimal
winning coalitions are considered, in which every member is critical.
Minimal coalitions are only those that contain exactly nine members, in-
cluding 5 permanent ones. Total Deegan-Packel power for non-permanent
members remains equal to Johnston’s as only minimal winning coalitions
were considered. For permanent members it is simplified because we have
fewer winning coalitions to consider. Therefore, the total Deegan-Packel
power of permanent members is given by:
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TDPP (P ) =
(10

4
)

· 1
9 = 70

3

Therefore, the Deegan-Packel indexes of power of the members are:

BI(P ) = T DP P (P )
5·T DP P (P )+10·T DP P (NP ) = 1

9 ≃ 0.111
BI(NP ) = T DP P (NP )

5·T DP P (P )+10·T DP P (NP ) = 2
45 ≃ 44.4 × 10−3

Hence, with respect to the Deegan-Packel index of power, permanent mem-
bers have approximately 11.1% of the power each, non-permanent members
have approximately 4.44% of the power each.

3.5.3 The United States Federal System

This yes-no voting system is composed by the House of Representatives,
with 435 members, the Senate, with 100 members, the Vice President and
the President, for a total of 537 members.

The Vice President has the role of tie-breaker in the Senate, the President
has veto power that can be overridden by a two-thirds vote of both the
House and the Senate.
For a bill to pass, therefore, it must be supported by either:

1. at least 218 representatives and at least 51 senators and the president;
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2. at least 218 representatives, 50 senators, the vice president and the
president;

3. at least 290 representatives and at least 67 senators.

President’s power

Something really interesting is comparing the fraction of power held by the
president with respect to the four different indexes that we have defined. We
will consider a version of the U.S. federal system in which the tie-breaking
role of the vice president is ignored.

The Shapley-Shubik index of the President. We recall that passage
in this system requires either two-thirds of both houses or half of each house
and the president.
The numerator of the SSI(president) is given by the following formula, the
denominator is 536!. Since it is really too long to be calculated by hand we
will also present an expression that, inserted in some computer programs,
like Mathematica or Python for example, will give the result.

SSI(president) =
(

435
218

)
[
(

100
51

)
(218 + 51)!(535 − 218 − 51)! + ...

+
(

100
100

)
(218 + 100)!(535 − 218 − 100)!]

+ ...

+
(

435
289

)
[
(

100
51

)
(289 + 51)!(535 − 289 − 51)! + ...

+
(

100
100

)
(289 + 100)!(535 − 289 − 100)!]

+
(

435
290

)
[
(

100
51

)
(290 + 51)!(535 − 290 − 51)! + ...

+
(

100
66

)
(290 + 66)!(535 − 290 − 66)!]

+ ...

+
(

435
435

)
[
(

100
51

)
(435 + 51)!(535 − 435 − 51)! + ...

+
(

100
66

)
(435 + 66)!(535 − 435 − 66)!]

(3.1)
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Input for Mathematica:

Sum[Binomial[435, h]Binomial[100, s](s + h)!(535 − s − h)!,
{h, 218, 289}, {s, 51, 100}]/536!+

Sum[Binomial[435, h]Binomial[100, s](s + h)!(535 − s − h)!,
{h, 290, 435}, {s, 51, 66}]/536! (3.2)

The output is SSI(president) ≃ 0.16047, then the president has about the
16% of the power in the U.S. federal system, according to the Shapley-
Shubik index.

The Banzhaf index of the President. We need to determine the number
of winning coalitions and to how many a House member, a senator and the
president belong.

Notation. S denotes the number of coalitions within the Senate that contain
at least two-thirds of the members of the Senate.
s denotes the number of coalitions within the Senate that contain at least
one-half of the members of the Senate.
H denotes the number of coalitions within the House that contain at least
two-thirds of the members of the House.
h denotes the number of coalitions within the House that contain at least
one-half of the members of the House.

Thanks to this notation we have:

S =
(100

67
)

+ ... +
(100

100
)

s =
(100

51
)

+ ... +
(100

100
)

H =
(435

290
)

+ ... +
(435

435
)

h =
(435

218
)

+ ... +
(435

435
)

To calculate the total Banzhaf power of the president we need four numbers:

1. the number of winning coalitions of the system, it can be seen as the
sum of those which contain the president and those which do not.
Hence, the total number is

(h · s) + (H · S)

2. the number of winning coalitions to which the president belongs. Thanks
to the previous point this is

h · s

3. the number of winning coalitions to which a fixed member of the Senate
belongs. We can separate these into those that contain the president
and those that do not. We need to know two numbers: fixed a senator
p, how many coalitions there are within the Senate that contain p and
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also contain at least two-thirds of the members of the Senate (including
p) and how many coalitions there are within the Senate that contain p
and also contain at least one-half the members of the Senate (including
p) . Hence, the numbers of these coalitions are, respectively,

(99
66
)

+ ... +
(99

99
)

and, in the same way,

(99
50
)

+ ... +
(99

99
)
.

Thus, the number we are searching for is

TBP (senator) = [
(

99
50

)
+ ... +

(
99
99

)
] · h

+ [
(

99
66

)
+ ... +

(
99
99

)
] · H (3.3)

4. the number of winning coalitions to which a fixed member of the House
belongs. As we did in the previous point, the result is

TBP (deputy) = [
(

434
217

)
+ ... +

(
434
434

)
] · s

+ [
(

434
289

)
+ ... +

(
434
434

)
] · S (3.4)

Using now Procedure 2 to calculate the TBP of the voters we easily obtain
the result.
As for Shapley-Shubik index the result is given by a computer program with
an appropriate input. The output of the program is BI(president) ≃ 0.038,
then the president has about the 4% of the power in the U.S. federal system,
according to the Banzhaf index.

The Johnston index of the President. In this situation we also worry
about how many voters in each coalition have critical defection, we have to
divide the different cases, and we do it through the following chart:
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Type of winning coalition Number of critical defection Whose defection is critical

T11:67 S, 290 H 357 S H
T12:67 S, 291-435 H 67 S
T13:68-100 S, 290 H 290 H
T21:P, 51 S, 218 H 270 P S H
T22:P, 51 S, 219-289 H 52 P S
T23:P, 52-66 S, 218 H 219 P H
T24:P, 52-66 S, 219-289 H 1 P
T31:P, 67-100 S, 218 H 219 P H
T32:P, 67-100 S, 219-289 H 1 P
T41:P, 51 S, 290-435 H 52 P S
T42:P, 52-66 S, 290-435 H 1 P

The winning coalitions involved in calculating the total Johnston power of
the president are T21, T22, T23, T24, T31, T32, T41, T42. Then,

TJP (president) = |T21|
270 + |T22|

52 + |T23|
219

+ |T24| + |T31|
219 + |T32| + |T41|

52 + |T32| (3.5)

With |Tij | we denote the number of coalitions of that type, these numbers are
calculated in a similar way to what was done in the calculation of Banzhaf
power. We now consider a fixed member s of the Senate, we have to consider
the following types of winning coalitions: T11, T12, T21, T22, T41.
We have to be more careful when we compute TJP (s) because we can not
use, for example, |T11| since our fixed senator doesn’t belong to many of
these coalitions. The computation to do it is the following:

TJP (s) = 1
357

(
99
66

)(
435
290

)
+ 1

67

(
99
66

)[(
435
291

)
+ ... +

(
435
435

)]

+ 1
270

(
99
50

)(
435
218

)
+ 1

52

(
99
50

)[(
435
219

)
+ ... +

(
435
289

)]

+ 1
52

(
99
50

)[(
435
290

)
+ ... +

(
435
435

)]
. (3.6)

Finally we consider a fixed member h of the House, we have to consider the
following types of winning coalitions: T11, T13, T21, T23, T331.
Similarly to what we did for a fixed senator, the computation to do is the
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following:

TJP (h) = 1
357

(
100
67

)(
434
289

)
+ 1

290

[(
100
68

)
+ ... +

(
100
100

)](
434
289

)

+ 1
270

(
100
51

)(
434
217

)
+ 1

219

[(
100
52

)
+ ... +

(
100
66

)](
434
217

)

+ 1
219

[(
100
67

)
+ ... +

(
100
100

)](
434
217

)
. (3.7)

We can now calculate the Johnston index of the president that turn out
to be JI(president) ≃ 0.77, then the president has about the 77% of the
power in the U.S. federal system, according to the Johnston index.

The Deegan-Packel index of the President. In this situation we need
minimal winning coalitions, we can calculate their total number summing
those that contain the president and those that do not:

|Minimal winning coalitions|=
(100

51
)(435

218
)

+
(100

67
)(435

290
)
.

Every minimal winning coalition that contains the president contains 270
voters, every minimal winning coalition that does not contain the president
contains 357 voters.
Let us now calculate the total Deegan-Packel power for each type of voter:

TDPP (president) = (100
51 )(435

218)
270 ,

consider now a fixed member s of the Senate and h of the House,

TDPP (s) = 1
270
(99

50
)(435

218
)

+ 1
357
(99

66
)(435

290
)

TDPP (h) = 1
270
(100

51
)(434

217
)

+ 1
357
(100

67
)(434

289
)
.

Thanks to these computations, dividing each for the number of minimal
winning coalitions, we obtain that the DPI(president) ≃ 0.0037, then the
president has about the 0.4% of the power in the U.S. federal system, ac-
cording to the Deegan-Packel index.

Recap. In conclusion we obtained that the president has these different
percentages of power according to these different indexes:

• Shapley-Shubik: 16%;

• Banzhaf : 4%;

• Johnston: 77%;

• Deegan-Packel: 0.4%.

Although every definition of these indexes seems reasonable to us, the results
are very different.
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3.5.4 The System to Amend the Canadian Constitution

An amendment to the Canadian Constitution becomes law only if it is ap-
proved by seven or more Canadian provinces, provided that at least half
of Canada’s population is among the approving provinces. We now report
the population percentage taken from the 1961 census for the ten Canadian
provinces:

• Alberta 7%

• British Columbia 9%

• Manitoba 5%

• New Brunswick 3%

• Newfoundland 3%

• Nova Scotia 4%

• Ontario 34%

• Prince Edward Island 1%

• Quebec 29%

• Saskatchewan 5%

Indexes of power of provinces

Shapley-Shubik index of power. We can see that the Canadian provinces
can be divided into two groups, one containing Ontario and Quebec, the two
major provinces, and the other with all the remaining minor provinces. We
note that the eight minor provinces together do not reach 50% of the popu-
lation, therefore to be pivotal they must always be preceded by at least one
of the major provinces. However, we also note that adding the percentages
of population of the 6 smallest provinces (1%, 3%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 5%) with the
smallest province among the two largest ( Quebec 29%) we get exactly 50%
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of the population, so any choice of 6 minor provinces and one major one
assures us the majority.
Having said this, let us start calculating the Shapley-Shubik index of one
of the minor provinces (without choosing which one in particular, let us see
if it will be necessary), we will call it m. For m to be pivotal we have two
possibilities:

1. The first possibility is to have both major provinces and any four of
the remaining minor provinces before m; the major provinces together
already exceed half of the population so the pivotal element will be
the seventh province, m in our case. The number of sorts of this type
is
(7

4
)

· 6! · 3!, this is because
(7

4
)

indicates the fact that we have to
choose four minor provinces among the seven left, 6! because we can
permute the six provinces we have before the pivot and 3! because we
can permute the three provinces we have after the pivot.

2. The second possibility is to have only one of the two major provinces
and any five of the remaining minor provinces before m; as we have
seen, with one of the major provinces and six of the minor provinces,
we always reach half of the population, so we don’t have to make
further evaluations. The number of sorts of this type is

(2
1
)(7

5
)

· 6! · 3!,
this is because

(2
1
)

indicates the fact that we have to choose one of the
two major provinces,

(7
4
)

indicates the fact that we have to choose four
minor provinces among the seven left, 6! because we can permute the
six provinces we have before the pivot and 3! because we can permute
the three provinces we have after the pivot.

Therefore, the Shapley-Shubik index of power of any of the minor provinces
is:

SSI(m) = (7
4)·6!·3!+(2

1)(7
5)·6!·3!

10! = 11
120 ≃ 91.7 × 10−3

The denominator is 10! since we can permute ten provinces. Now let us
consider one of the two major provinces (without choosing which one in
particular, let us see if it will be necessary), we will call it M . For M to be
pivotal, there are three main possibilities:

1. The first possibility is that before M there are any six of all provinces
(both major and minor), since even if we take the six smallest provinces,
adding M would reach at least half of the population. The number of
sorts of this type is

(9
6
)
·6! ·3!, this is because

(9
6
)

indicates the fact that
we have to choose six provinces among the nine left, 6! because we
can permute the six provinces we have before the pivot and 3! because
we can permute the 3 provinces we have after the pivot.

2. The second possibility is to have seven minor provinces before M , since
we know that, alone, they do not reach half of the population. The
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number of sorts of this type is
(8

7
)
·7!·2!, this is because

(8
7
)

indicates the
fact that we have to choose seven minor provinces among the eight we
have, 7! because we can permute the seven provinces we have before
the pivot and 2! because we can permute the two provinces we have
after the pivot.

3. The third and final possibility is to have eight minor provinces before
M , for the same reason as in the previous point. The number of sorts
of this type is

(8
8
)

· 8!, this is because
(8

8
)

indicates the fact that we
have to choose eight minor provinces among the eight we have, so all
of them, 8! because we can permute the eight provinces we have before
the pivot.

Therefore, the Shapley-Shubik index of power of any of the major provinces
is:

SSI(M) = (9
6)·6!·3!+(8

7)·7!·2!+(8
8)·8!

10! = 2
15 ≃ 0.133

Hence, with respect to the Shapley-Shubik index of power, major provinces
have approximately 13.3% of the power each, minor provinces have approx-
imately 9.17% of the power each.

Banzhaf index of power. Winning coalitions can be divided into 2 large
groups: those containing both major provinces and those containing only
one.
Let us consider one of the major provinces M .
The winning coalitions in which it is critical in the first group are those
in which we have only five minor provinces, since from the sixth onwards
it is no longer necessary to have both major provinces to reach half the
population. The number of coalitions of this type is

(8
5
)
, since I have to

choose five among the eight minor provinces.
The winning coalitions in which it is critical in the second group are all
those that contain, in addition to it, from six to eight minor provinces. The
number of coalitions of this type is

(8
6
)

+
(8

7
)

+
(8

8
)
, since I have to choose six,

seven or eight among the eight minor provinces.
Therefore the total Banzhaf power of the major provinces is:

TBP (M) =
(8

5
)

+
(8

6
)

+
(8

7
)

+
(8

8
)

= 93

Let us consider one of the minor provinces m.
The winning coalitions in which it is critical in the first group are those
that contain exactly seven provinces, since reaching half of the population
is ensured by the two largest provinces. The number of coalitions of this
type is

(7
4
)
, since I have to choose four out of the seven remaining minor

provinces.
The winning coalitions in which it is critical in the second group are, as
before, those that contain exactly seven provinces: one of the two largest,
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five of the remaining minor ones, and m. The number of coalitions of this
type is

(2
1
)

·
(7

5
)
, since I have to choose one of the two major provinces and

five of the seven remaining minor provinces. Therefore the total Banzhaf
power of the minor provinces is:

TBP (m) =
(7

4
)

+
(2

1
)

·
(7

5
)

= 77

The Banzhaf index of power of any major province (M) and any minor
province (m) is given by:

BI(M) = T BP (M)
2·T BP (M)+8·T BP (m) = 93

802 ≃ 0.116
BI(m) = T BP (m)

2·T BP (M)+8·T BP (m) = 77
802 ≃ 96.0 × 10−3

Hence, with respect to the Banzhaf index of power, major provinces have
approximately 11.6% of the power each, minor provinces have approximately
9.60% of the power each.

Johnston index of power. Johnston index of power is calculated in a
similar way to that of Banzhaf, the difference is that for each winning coali-
tion considered in Banzhaf the number of critical members of the coalition
must be taken into account.
Let us consider one of the major provinces M .
The winning coalitions in which it is critical are of different types, as we
have seen previously.
The first possibility is that the coalitions contain the two major provinces
and only five minor provinces. In this type of coalition the critical elements
are all, i.e. seven. The number of coalitions of this type is

(8
5
)
, as we have

seen.
Another possibility is that in addition to the major province considered,
there are six to eight minor provinces. When there are only six minor
provinces, all the elements are critical. The number of coalitions of this
type is

(8
6
)
.

When there are seven or eight minor provinces, the only critical element is
the major province we are considering. The number of coalitions of this type
is
(8

7
)

+
(8

8
)
, as we have seen.

Therefore the total Johnston power of the major provinces is:

TJP (M) = (
(8

5
)

+
(8

6
)
) · 1

7 + (
(8

7
)

+
(8

8
)
) · 1

1 = 21

Let us consider one of the minor provinces m.
The winning coalitions in which it is critical are of different types, as we
have seen previously.
The first possibility is that the coalitions contain the two major provinces
and only five minor provinces. In this type of coalition the critical elements
are all, i.e. seven. The number of coalitions of this type is

(7
4
)

, as we have
seen.
The other possibility is that there are one of the two major provinces and
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exactly six minor provinces, five beyond the one we are considering. In this
type of coalition the critical elements are all, i.e. 7. The number of coalitions
of this type is

(2
1
)

·
(7

5
)
, as we have seen.

Therefore the total Johnston power of the minor provinces is:

TJP (m) = (
(7

4
)

+
(2

1
)

·
(7

5
)
) · 1

7 = 11

The Johnston index of power of any major province (M) and any minor
province (m) is given by:

JI(M) = T JP (M)
2·T JP (M)+8·T JP (m) = 21

130 ≃ 0.162
JI(m) = T JP (m)

2·T JP (M)+8·T JP (m)
11
130 ≃ 84.6 × 10−3

Hence, with respect to the Johnston index of power, major provinces have
16.2% of the power each, minor provinces have 8.46% of the power each.

Deegan-Packel index of power. The Deegan-Packel index of power is
calculated in a similar way to Johnston’s, the difference is that only minimal
winning coalitions are considered, in which every member is critical.
Considering one of the major provinces M , it suffices to consider two types of
coalitions: coalitions with both major provinces and only five of the minor
ones, and coalitions with the considered province M and six other minor
provinces.
Therefore the total Deegan-Packel power of the major provinces is:

TDPP (M) = (
(8

5
)

+
(8

6
)
) · 1

7 = 12

Taking into account one of the minor provinces m, the total Johnston power
of m already takes into account only minimal winning coalitions so it corre-
sponds to the total Deegan-Packel power:

TDPP (m) = (
(7

4
)

+
(2

1
)

·
(7

5
)
) · 1

7 = 11

The Deegan-Packel index of power of any major province (M) and any minor
province (m) is given by:

DPI(M) = T DP P (M)
2·T DP P (M)+8·T DP P (m) = 3

28 ≃ 0.107
DPI(m) = T DP P (m)

2·T DP P (M)+8·T DP P (m) = 11
112 ≃ 98.2 × 10−3

Hence, with respect to the Deegan-Packel index of power, major provinces
have approximately 10.7% of the power each, minor provinces have approx-
imately 9.82% of the power each.

It is interesting to note that, although the percentages of population within
the provinces are almost all different from each other, regardless of the
index we are considering, the smaller provinces always have the same index
between them, as well as the two major provinces.
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3.5.5 Passing a constitutional law in the Italian parliament

To understand better Italian situation we report below the division of the
Parliament, namely of the chamber of deputies and the senate after the Ital-
ian political elections of last 25 September ([22], [15]).
The chamber of deputies has 400 members. This is the breakdown of mem-
bers by political party:

• Majority:

– 118 members belong to Fratelli d’Italia;

– 66 members to Lega;

– 44 members to Forza Italia;

– 9 members to Noi Moderati and Maie (Movimento associativo
italiani all’estero) together.

• Opposition:

– 69 members belong to Partito Democratico;

– 52 members to Movimento 5 Stelle;

– 21 members to Azione-Italia Viva;

– 21 members of the mixed group in which 12 members are from
Verdi-Sinistra italiana, 3 members are from +Europa, 3 mem-
bers of linguistic minorities and 3 members not enrolled in any
component.

The senate has 200 members in addition to senators for life that are 6 people.
This is the breakdown of members by political party:

• Majority:

– 63 members belong to Fratelli d’Italia;

– 29 members to Lega;

– 18 members to Forza Italia;

– 6 members to Civici d’Italia-Noi Moderati-Maie.

• Opposition:

– 38 members belong to Partito Democratico;

– 28 members to Movimento 5 Stelle;

– 9 members to Azione-Italia Viva;
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– 7 members of the mixed group in which 4 members are from
Verdi-Sinistra italiana and 3 senators for life that are Mario Monti,
Renzo Piano and Liliana Segre;

– 7 members of the autonomy group composed by local political
forces as Svp-Patt, Campobase and Sud chiama Nord, and 2 sen-
ators for life that are Elena Cattaneo and Giorgio Napolitano;

– last senator for life Carlo Rubbia that did not join any group.

We can visualize this subdivision in the following figures:

Passing a constitutional review law or a constitutional law. For a
constitutional review law or a constitutional law to pass ([2]) the scenarios
are:

• two-thirds of both Chamber of Deputies and Senate approve the law,
then the promulgation by the President of the Republic and finally the
publication in the Official Gazette;

• absolute majority of both Chamber of Deputies and Senate approve
the law, and the possibility of requesting a constitutional referendum is
envisaged. The request can be presented by one fifth of the members
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of a Chamber, by 500,000 electors or by 5 regional councils within
three months of publication in the Official Gazette.

Let us now calculate the indexes of power of deputies and senators consid-
ering only the need to reach the 2

3 of voters in both chambers.

Indexes of power of deputies and senators

Shapley-Shubik index of power. First of all, we note that the 2
3 of the

House and the Senate correspond, respectively, to 267 members and 138
members.
The denominator in the calculation of Shapley-Shubik indexes of power is
always 606! since this is the number of possible permutations of the 400
members of the Chamber of Deputies and the 206 members of the Senate.
Let us consider a deputy, let’s call him D. In order for him to be pivotal in
an ordering, it is necessary that before him there are at least 138 members
of the Senate, so that the victory in the Senate is assured, and exactly 266
members of the Chamber of Deputies. The number of sorts of this type is
given by:

SSI(D) =
(206

138
)(399

266
)

· (138 + 266)! · (606 − 138 − 267)!
606! +

+
(206

139
)(399

266
)

· (139 + 266)! · (606 − 139 − 267)!
606! + ...

+
(206

206
)(399

266
)

· (206 + 266)! · (606 − 206 − 267)!
606! (3.8)

Let us analyze the reason for the first addend:
(206

138
)

gives us all the possible
choices of 138 senators among the 206 available,

(399
266
)

gives us all the possible
choices of 266 deputies among the remaining 399, (138+266)! gives us all
possible permutations of the members of parliament before D, (606-138-
267)! gives us all permutations of the members of parliament after D.
The other addends always have one more senator than the previous one up
to having the entire Senate before D.
Using the computer program Mathematica, we type the following as input:

Sum[Binomial[206,s]Binomial[399,266](266+s)!(339-s)!,{s,138,206}]/606!

Then we type "N[%]" to obtain the answer as a nice decimal.
The output is

SSI(D) ≃ 1.22 × 10−3

Let us consider a member of the Senate, let’s call him S. In order for him
to be pivotal in an ordering, it is necessary that before him there are at
least 267 members of the Chamber, so that the victory in the Chamber of
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deputies is assured, and exactly 137 members of the Senate. The number of
sorts of this type is given by:

SSI(S) =
(400

267
)(205

137
)

· (137 + 267)! · (606 − 267 − 138)!
606! +

+
(400

268
)(205

137
)

· (138 + 268)! · (606 − 268 − 138)!
606! + ...

+
(400

400
)(205

137
)

· (400 + 137)! · (606 − 400 − 138)!
606! (3.9)

Let us analyze the reason for the first addendum:
(400

267
)

gives us all the
possible choices of 267 deputies among the 400 available,

(205
137
)

gives us all
the possible choices of 137 senators among the 205 remaining, (137+267)!
gives us all possible permutations of members of parliament before S, (606-
267-138)! gives us all permutations of members of parliament after S.
The other addends always have one more deputy than the previous one up
to having all the Chamber of Deputies before S.
Using the computer program Mathematica, we type the following as input:

Sum[Binomial[400,s]Binomial[205,137](137+s)!(468-s)!,{s,267,400}]/606!

Then we type "N[%]" to obtain the answer as a nice decimal.
The output is

SSI(S) ≃ 2.48 × 10−3

Hence we have that every deputy has, due to the Shapley-Shubik index,
approximately 0.12% of the power, and every senator has approximately
0.25% of the power. Therefore we have that the Chamber of Deputies holds
approximately 48% of the power, and the Senate holds approximately 52%
of the power.

It interesting to note the fact that, as we can see in [14], Shapley and Shubik
in 1954 stated that:

In pure bicameral systems using simple majority votes, each
chamber gets 50% of the power (as it turns out), regardless of
the relative sizes.

This only turns out to be true if both chambers are the same size or if both
chambers have an odd number of members, proof of this claim was made by
Professor John Duncan.
Since, in the Italian Parliament, both chambers have an even number of
members, the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, as announced, do not
have the same amount of power. In this particular case the Senate is more
powerful than the Chamber of Deputies.
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Banzhaf index of power. The winning coalitions of this system are all
those involving at least 138 senators and at least 267 deputies.
Considering a deputy D, the winning coalitions to which he belongs and in
which his defection is critical are all those with only 267 deputies including
him.
Therefore the total Banzhaf power of a fixed deputy is:

TBP (D) = (
(206

138
)

+ ... +
(206

206
)
) ·
(399

266
)

This is because in any such coalition I have to choose 266 deputies from the
remaining 399, and then I can choose from 138 to 206 senators.
Taking a Senator S into consideration, the winning coalitions to which he
belongs and in which his defection is critical are all those with only 138
Senators including him.
Therefore the total Banzhaf power of a fixed senator is:

TBP (S) = (
(400

267
)

+ ... +
(400

400
)
) ·
(205

137
)

This is because in any coalition of this type I have to choose 137 out of 205
senators, and then I can choose from 267 to 400 deputies from the ones I
have. Therefore Banzhaf indexes of power of a deputy and a senator are:

BI(D) = T BP (D)
400·T BP (D)+206·T BP (S)

BI(S) = T BP (S)
400·T BP (D)+206·T BP (S)

Again using Mathematica we obtained

BI(D) ≃ 1.64 × 10−3

BI(S) ≃ 1.68 × 10−3

Hence we have that every deputy has, due to the Banzhaf index, approxi-
mately 0.16% of the power, and every senator has approximately 0.17% of
the power. Therefore we have that the Chamber of Deputies holds approx-
imately 64% of the power, and the Senate holds approximately 36% of the
power.

Johnston index of power. Johnston index of power is calculated in a
similar way to the Banzhaf index, the difference is that for each winning
coalition considered for the Banzhaf index, the number of critical members
of the coalition must be taken into account.
Taking into consideration a deputy D, the number of critical members in
the coalitions considered to find the total Banzhaf power of D is 138+267
when there are exactly 138 senators and 267 deputies, instead it is 267 when
there are from 139 to 206 senators and 267 deputies.
Therefore the total Johnston power of a fixed deputy is:

TJP (D) =
(206

138
)

·
(399

266
)

· 1
138+267 + (

(206
139
)

+ ... +
(206

206
)
) ·
(399

266
)

· 1
267
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Taking into consideration a senator S, the number of critical members in
the coalitions considered to find the total Banzhaf power of S is 138+267
when there are exactly 138 Senators and 267 Deputies, instead it is 138
when there are from 268 to 400 deputies and 138 senators.
Therefore the total Johnston power of a fixed senator is:

TJP (S) =
(400

267
)

·
(205

137
)

· 1
138+267 + (

(400
268
)

+ ... +
(400

400
)
) ·
(205

137
)

· 1
138

Therefore Johnston indexes of power of a deputy and a senator are:

JI(D) = T JP (D)
400·T JP (D)+206·T JP (S)

JI(S) = T JP (S)
400·T JP (D)+206·T JP (S)

Again using Mathematica we obtained

JI(D) ≃ 1.37 × 10−3

JI(S) ≃ 2.20 × 10−3

Hence we have that every deputy has, due to the Johnston index, approxi-
mately 0.14% of the power, and every senator has approximately 0.22% of
the power. Therefore we have that the Chamber of Deputies holds approx-
imately 56% of the power, and the Senate holds approximately 44% of the
power.

Deegan-Packel index of power. Deegan-Packel index of power is cal-
culated in a similar way to the Johnston index, the difference is that only
minimal winning coalitions are considered, in which every member is criti-
cal.
Taking into consideration a deputy D, the minimal winning coalitions are
those in which there are exactly 138 senators and 267 deputies.
Therefore the total Deegan-Packel power of a fixed deputy is:

TDPP (D) =
(206

138
)

·
(399

266
)

· 1
138+267

Taking into consideration a senator S, the minimal winning coalitions are
the same as before.
Therefore the total Deegan-Packel power of a fixed senator is:

TDPP (S) =
(400

267
)

·
(205

137
)

· 1
138+267

Therefore Deegan-Packel indexes of power of a deputy and a senator are:

JDP (D) = T DP P (D)
400·T DP P (D)+206·T DP P (S)

JDP (S) = T DP P (S)
400·T DP P (D)+206·T DP P (S)

DPI(D) ≃ 1.65 × 10−3

DPI(S) ≃ 1.65 × 10−3
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Hence we have that every deputy has, due to the Johnston index, approxi-
mately 0.17% of the power, and every senator has approximately 0.17% of
the power. Therefore we have that the Chamber of Deputies holds approx-
imately 68% of the power, and the Senate holds approximately 32% of the
power.
Recap. We can observe that the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate does
not have the same power with respect to most of the indexes. And besides,
the chamber with the most power isn’t always the same either. Indeed we
obtained (approximately):

• Shapley-Shubik index: CoD 48%, S 52%;

• Banzhaf index: CoD 64%, S 36%;

• Johnston index: CoD 56%, S 44%;

• Deegan-Packel index: CoD 68%, S 32%.



Chapter 4

Classroom activity

4.1 Teaching ideas

Political power, or rather, the calculation of its indices for individuals in a
yes-no voting system, is an excellent activity to present to a fourth or fifth
grade in a high school. It is not an activity suitable for previous grades due
to the need for a base of combinatorics to calculate the indexes defined in
the previous chapter.
There are several reasons for presenting this study; first of all it is an ex-
cellent example of the connection between mathematics and social sciences.
The presentation of links between mathematics and other subjects, not only
scientific but also humanistic/social, is one of the objectives underlined by
the previously analyzed National Guidelines for High Schools.
It is also a great application to demonstrate the fact that mathematics is
really used in every field and it is present even where you least expect it. It
can therefore help answer the question "What is mathematics for?", which
was discussed earlier.
Probably the most useful and important motivation for students is the fact
that it is an application of mathematics that lends itself perfectly to fur-
ther study or to the introduction of mathematical models, which now have
a fundamental role in the National Guidelines for bringing students the ac-
quisition of the required skills.
First of all it is important to understand why mathematical models are so
important (see e.g. [20], [11], [23]).
A mathematical model is an artificial construction to represent some
properties of real objects using quantitative techniques and mathematical
tools. Initially, mathematical models were used in the physical sciences to
represent natural phenomena. Subsequently, the modeling approach was
also adopted by the social and economic sciences.
Mathematical models are useful both in understanding phenomena and in

75
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finding solutions to problems. The main advantages of mathematical mod-
eling are the following:

• Understanding of reality. Mathematical models are a structured
and simplified representation of reality or of a particular problem. This
representation allows us to better understand the properties of reality
that would otherwise not be evident. A mathematical model can also
allow other properties of the problem or of reality not yet known to
be analytically deduced (analytic deduction).

• Rational strategy. Mathematical models make it possible to identify
a rational strategy to achieve a specific final objective. In addition to
indicating the most rational strategy to achieve a goal, mathematical
models also provide detailed quantitative information on the choices
to be made.

• Simulation. Mathematical models allow for simulations of reality.
Simulation allows you to study the effects of a decision without neces-
sarily having to adopt it in reality. An effective mathematical model
performs an important forecasting function which considerably reduces
the risks of the decision-making choices of a decision maker.

• Qualitative aspects. A mathematical model represents reality through
quantitative quantities (measurable quantities). However, not all as-
pects of reality can be measured objectively and unequivocally. There
are qualitative aspects that assume great importance in the explana-
tion of reality. In order not to be excluded from the mathematical
model, these qualitative aspects must necessarily be translated in a
quantitative way. However, the transformation of qualitative quan-
tities into quantitative quantities is notoriously a subjective process,
strongly influenced by the judgments of the researcher. In conclusion,
it is not always true that a mathematical model reflects the reality
of phenomena. In many cases, mathematical models only reflect the
researcher’s point of view of reality. This happens, in particular, in
the formulation of mathematical models in the social sciences (this is
our case).

We also report the fact that one of the most common complaints from teach-
ers is the fact that students fail to retain mathematical knowledge and are
unable to apply a previously learned skill to a new type of problem. Stu-
dents who are taught exclusively from traditional textbook problems fail to
grasp the importance of what they are learning. They form a subjective
perception of what a subject is about based on the tasks they are assigned.
This explains why most students view mathematics as a set of rules or pro-
cedures on how to move symbols around.
The current method of instruction encourages students to divide concepts
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and procedures into different compartments and to approach mathematics
as a series of topics to be memorized and quickly forgotten.
Using mathematical procedures in the context of authentic activities allows
students to see procedures as tools rather than the end result of their knowl-
edge, making them more likely to be able to adapt and use procedures in
other situations. While it is valuable to repeat procedures until they become
automatic, students should be required to achieve a higher level of under-
standing of concepts. The use of high-quality assignments in the classroom
can serve as a bridge between process and concept. Mathematical mod-
eling encourages a deeper understanding of mathematical ideas and trains
students to think, interpret, and formulate a plan when presented with a
non-traditional problem. When used correctly, mathematical modeling en-
courages students to stop seeing mathematics as techniques and procedures
and to start seeing it as a tool for solving problems.
Zbiek and Conner, in their article “Beyond Motivation: Exploring Math
Modeling as a Context for Deepening Students’ Understandings of Curricu-
lar Mathematics” ([31]), say that modeling tasks lead students to a deeper
conceptual understanding of mathematical entities by requiring them to
combine multiple mathematical objects, properties, and parameters into a
single mathematical entity and that modeling tasks improve students’ pro-
cedural understanding by requiring them to select the appropriate procedure
and perform mathematical manipulations.
The National Guidelines, as we have seen before, state that students must
learn to apply the mathematical content and procedures learned in class to
different situations. Teaching students to think mathematically is beneficial
since the purpose of teaching mathematics is for students to develop reason-
ing skills so they are able to analyze and solve a problem.
Until now, teachers have focused on teaching content to students by ex-
pecting students to develop math habits and thinking skills on their own.
However, this teaching style only works for high-achieving students who
are interested in math. It will be necessary for teachers to incorporate
mathematical modeling problems that require students to use thinking and
reasoning skills in conjunction with content knowledge.

4.2 Activity and teaching methodologies used

When designing this activity, the aim was to create lessons that are as in-
teractive as possible, where the teacher’s part of the lesson is minimized and
group work is encouraged. In this way, students are given more responsi-
bility and they have more motivation to look for a solution to the problem
posed.
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4.2.1 Students involved

The school in which I carried out the activity entitled Power as an applica-
tion of mathematics is the "Liceo Scientifico Eugenio Curiel" in Padua. The
participants in this project are the students of the fourth year of the "Liceo
Matematico" of the Institute.
The "Liceo Matematico" is an additional option to the scientific and applied
sciences courses. It is aimed at all students who want to improve their skills
in mathematical modeling, it is a path that aims to cultivate excellence in
this sector. It provides additional hours to the curricular ones, at least 33
hours of enhancement for each year.

The principles and values of this project are explained in depth on the offi-
cial site of the "Liceo Matematico" (https://www.liceomatematico.it).
The general idea of the new structure is to give more space to mathemat-
ics and the sciences, not to introduce a greater number of notions, but to
reflect on foundations and ideas, broaden cultural horizons, deepen, better
understand, and in particular underline connections with other disciplines,
including the humanistic ones. Therefore, a strongly interdisciplinary ap-
proach of the initiative is highlighted. In this order of ideas, the project
is not reserved only for scientific high schools, but for all high schools that
intend to offer their students a diversified and expanded cultural challenge;
the activities will then be adapted to the various addresses.
It is good to underline the all-round cultural and social importance of the
initiative, and its medium and long-term impact also on the production and
employment level, in a society that requires an ever greater capacity for sci-
entific data analysis and an approach to complex situations. Mathematics
is in fact increasingly present in our daily life with its multiple applica-
tions, as well as having a decisive cultural impact on the development of our
civilization.

The "Liceo Matematico" project represents an opportunity to profitably re-
flect and discuss the contents and teaching methodologies in high school
classes. From this point of view, the project can have a significant impact
on the revision process of the National Guidelines. As far as the method-
ology is concerned, laboratory-type practices are systematically used in the
project, also bearing in mind the experiences gained in the Scientific Degree
Plan.
The "Liceo Matematico" is characterized by a strong collaboration between
university teachers and school teachers, in both cases not only in mathe-
matics. The collaboration takes place through the organization of periodic
meetings aimed at designing and discussing laboratory courses to be tested
and implemented in the classrooms.

Speaking of projects with university teachers, during the first year of high

https://www.liceomatematico.it
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school, the class that carried out the activity had taken part in a project
with professor Samuele Maschio, again within the "Liceo Matematico", which
dealt with the voting procedures, constituency voting and gerrymandering.
As we can read in [17], the project is divided into three activities.
The first two focus on a critical analysis of voting procedures:

1. the first activity, in particular, deals with the vote between two alter-
natives, presenting the May’s theorem;

2. the second activity deals with the vote between more than two alter-
natives, presenting the Arrow’s Theorem.

The third activity instead focuses on the issues of voting by constituencies
and gerrymandering. These concepts are introduced thanks also to the anal-
ysis of the elections for the American president, which lend themselves well
to the explanation of the topics just mentioned.

It is therefore interesting to note how the activity on political power can be
seen as a continuation of the activity in which these students participated
in the first year of high school.
Let us now analyze the four hours of lessons in which this new project took
place.

4.2.2 First two-hour lesson

The didactic methodology used in the first two hours of this activity was
that of the four didactic situations, presented previously.
The activity started with a discussion on some preliminary knowledge nec-
essary for the continuation of the activity. Definitions of yes-no voting sys-
tem, coalition, monotone voting system and minimum winning coalition
have been given. Also in this preliminary discussion, the presentation of the
official definitions was preceded by a short discussion in which the students
themselves looked for a suitable definition, getting very close to the official
definition which was then made explicit.

After having laid the necessary foundations to continue with the activity,
the concept of the power of an individual in a voting system was introduced
to the students. The blackboard was used, in a collective discussion mode,
to identify and collect the variables that can affect the amount of power an
individual enjoys in a yes-no voting system.
After this collective discussion the students were divided into groups of
four/five and they were given time to find together a model to calculate
the power of an individual. It is therefore the action situation, the first
of the four phases of the method that is being used. In this phase, the
commitment by the members of the various groups to find a solution was
considerable, the problem was rather complicated and did not have a single
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solution. The objective of this first phase was for the students to become
aware of the fact that the solution was not unique and to try to use the
variables previously collected on the blackboard in the resolution.

When the time available to the students was over, the second phase began,
i.e. the formulation situation, in which each group presented its idea of reso-
lution to the others. An exponent from each group had the task of outlining
their idea on the blackboard, so that it was always visible to everyone. Dur-
ing the exposition there was a constructive discussion among the students,
moderated by me, in which the different solutions were analysed.

The validation situation was carried out immediately afterwards, in this
phase the critical points and strengths of the various proposed theories were
evaluated (by the teacher). The students also played an active role in this
phase, trying to resolve the critical issues that were brought to their atten-
tion, with the intention of formulating a valid theory from all points of view.
Given the complexity of the subject, it was not possible to arrive at a precise
definition of any of the four power indices seen previously, but the under-
standing of the critical issues and having come very close to the possible
solutions was nonetheless remarkable.

Finally it was the moment of the institutionalization situation, in which
I presented the students with the official definitions of the four indices of
power. The definitions of the Shapley-Shubik and Banzhaf indices have been
well received, due to being rather intuitive; the Johnston and Deegan-Packel
indices instead required a more in-depth discussion to better understand
their meaning. For each index of power, after defining and discussing it
together, we formulated an example and calculated the values of the four
indexes for it.
The example was formulated by the students, under the condition of ob-
taining a realistic yes-no voting system. The result is a hypothetical system
in which the head teacher h, the class coordinator c, another teacher t of
the class in question and one of the two class representatives r have to de-
cide whether or not to join a certain project. The students gave the head
teacher 4 votes, the coordinator 3 votes, the other teacher 1 vote and the
representative 2 votes. The quota they have set is 3 votes, arguing that the
class coordinator and the head teacher can choose to have a class join an
activity even without the consent of students or of other teachers; instead,
if students are interested in a certain activity, they have no option to join
except with the approval of one of their teachers.
We can denote the weighted system in this way: [3 : 4, 3, 2, 1].
Shapley-Shubik index of power. The orderings in which h (respectively
c) is pivotal are the following: when h (respectively c) is the first of the
ordering, when h (respectively c) is preceded by t or r. Then

SSI(h) = SSI(c) = 3!+2·2
4! = 10

24 .
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The ordering in which r (respectively t) is pivotal is when r (respectively t)
is preceded by t (respectively r). Then

SSI(r) = SSI(t) = 2
4! = 2

24 .

Banzhaf index of power. The winning coalitions that contain h (respec-
tively c) and in which h (respectively c) is critical are h (respectively c), hr
(respectively cr) and ht (respectively ct). Then TBP (h) = TBP (c) = 3.
The winning coalition that contain r (respectively t) and in which r (re-
spectively t) is critical is tr. Then TBP (t) = TBP (r) = 1.
So we obtain

BI(h) = BI(c) = 3
3+3+1+1 = 3

8
BI(r) = BI(t) = 1

3+3+1+1 = 1
8

Johnston index of power. The winning coalitions that contain h (re-
spectively c) and in which h (respectively c) is critical are h (respectively
c) that has only one critical member, hr (respectively cr) that has only one
critical member and ht (respectively ct) that, again, has only one critical
member. Then TBJ(h) = TBJ(c) = 1

1 + 1
1 + 1

1 = 3.
The winning coalition that contain r (respectively t) and in which r (re-
spectively t) is critical is tr that has two critical members. Then TBJ(t) =
TBJ(r) = 1

2 .
So we obtain

JI(h) = JI(c) = 3
3+3+ 1

2 + 1
2

= 3
7 = 6

14

JI(r) = JI(t) =
1
2

3+3+ 1
2 + 1

2
= 1

14

Deegan-Packel index of power. The minimal winning coalition that con-
tain h (respectively c) is h (respectively c). Then TDPP (h) = TDPP (c) =
1.
The minimal winning coalition that contain r (respectively t) is tr. Then
TDPP (t) = TDPP (r) = 1

2 .
So we obtain

DPI(h) = DPI(c) = 1
1+1+ 1

2 + 1
2

= 1
3 = 2

6

DPI(r) = DPI(t) =
1
2

1+1+ 1
2 + 1

2
= 1

6

Thanks to this example it was possible to notice the fact that the results,
even if they have common traits such as the fact that h and c always have
the same power, as well as r and t, give all different results.
This observation facilitated the introduction of the concept of mathemati-
cal model, arousing the interest of the students, also demonstrated by the
answers to the questionnaire proposed at the end of the activity which will
be discussed later.
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The lesson ended with the introduction of Example 3.1.9 presented pre-
viously, which clearly illustrates a situation in which the Shapley-Shubik
power index is not the right model, unlike the Banzhaf power which is a
better model. This example is useful to give a real idea of what it means to
choose a good model for a certain situation.

4.2.3 Second two-hour lesson

The second, and last, two hours of lessons, on the day following the first
two hours, had two main focuses: the first was to complete the necessary
calculations to show that the example introduced the previous day excluded
the Shapley-Shubik power index from being chosen as a good role model in
that given situation; the second is to challenge students to calculate the four
defined indices of power of members of a certain yes-no voting system taken
from reality.

After finishing the example related to the paradoxical aspect of the Shapley-
Shubik index and checking that in that given example the Banzahf index
works correctly, Procedure 1 was presented to calculate the total Banzhaf
power with an alternative, often facilitating method. The students, intrigued
by this new method, explicitly requested the demonstration that this method
was equivalent to the classical method for calculating the total Banzhaf
power. So, gladly, some time was spent on this demonstration.

The following hour was devoted to the final work, the students split into the
same groups as in the previous lesson and randomly extracted one of the,
previously prepared, real situations of yes-no voting systems. The voting
systems were chosen from those present in the previous chapter and were
the following:

• The European Economic Community of 1958;

• The United Nations Security Council;

• The System to Amend the Canadian Constitution;

• Passing a constitutional law in the Italian parliament, considering only
the need to reach the 2

3 of voters in both chambers.

During the hour at their disposal, the students had the task of calculating
the four distinct indices of power for each member of the voting system they
had taken charge of.
The task was quite difficult so if necessary the teacher (i.e. myself) was
allowed to give suggestions to help the groups.
The students worked with interest and enthusiasm and tried to complete
the exercise within the allotted time. Although it wasn’t easy, most of the
groups managed it, even if with some sporadic mistakes due to haste.
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Before the end of the lesson, a quarter of an hour was spent allowing the
students to fill out a satisfaction questionnaire on the activity and on the
study of mathematics in general.

4.3 Satisfaction questionnaire

The following is the satisfaction questionnaire of the activity proposed to
the students, every question presented is followed by the answers given by
the 17 students who participated to the activity:
Question 1. How much do you like studying math on a scale of 1 to 5?
Where 1 is "Not at all, it’s my least favorite subject" and 5 is "Very much,
it’s my favorite subject".

Question 2. How good do you think you are at math on a scale of 1 to 5?
Where 1 is "A little, I have to study a lot to get results" and 5 is "A lot, I
don’t have to study a lot to get results".

Question 3. How interesting do you find the activity carried out on a scale
of 1 to 5? Where 1 is "Not at all interesting" and 5 is "Very interesting".
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Question 4. Did you find the activity easier or more difficult to understand
than the classic topics usually covered in class? Why?

14 students found the activity more difficult in general but more stimulating
and interesting. They were particularly pleased with the fact that it was an
activity based on real examples. They attribute the fact that it was more
difficult to having introduced a completely new topic that united several
previously seen topics (positive aspect of the activity), and to the fact that
there were only a few hours to tackle the activity.
The remaining 3 students found it easier because the topics covered were
real and tangible in reality.

Question 5. How useful do you consider the activity carried out on a scale
of 1 to 5? Where 1 is "Not at all helpful" and 5 is "Very helpful".

Question 6. Do you think that seeing these humanistic/social applications
of mathematics can bring you closer to the subject?
Possible answers:

• Yes absolutely

• Yes a bit

• I don’t know, it doesn’t matter

• No not much

• Not at all
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Question 7. Would you like to see more applications of this type?
Possible answers:

• Yes, I would also be willing to do workshops in the afternoon

• Yes, only if they fall within the school timetable

• It doesn’t matter to me

• No, I prefer the standard lessons

• No, I’m not interested in this kind of applications

Question 8. Space for further comments on the activity, advice, strengths,
weaknesses,...

I report the most common answers given by students.
8 students expressed their willingness to devote more hours to the activity,
to better understand the topic on the one hand and to deepen other aspects
on the other.
6 students appreciated the teaching methodology used, in particular the
work in groups, reducing the teacher’s time for frontal lessons.
5 students found the activity very interesting, also thanks to the fact that
it was a practical application of mathematics.

Therefore, basing ourselves on the answers to the questionnaire, we can state
that the activity was appreciated by the students and that seeing more
humanistic/social applications of mathematics also helps the approach to
mathematics of even less interested students. In fact, those who expressed
little interest in mathematics in the first questions of the questionnaire later
stated that seeing this type of application brings them closer to mathematics
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and increases their interest in this area.
We also received positive feedback from the teachers of this high school,
who were enthusiastic and expressed their desire to repeat the activity in
the next years.

4.4 Possible insights

Another interesting possibility to develop this activity in scientific high
school, applied science option, is to collaborate with the computer science
teacher.
This activity sees as natural developments the creation of programs that
speed up the calculation of the winning coalitions of a voting system or the
calculation of the power indexes analyzed.
An example of MATLAB code to calculate all the winning coalition of a
voting system is the following:

%Ask as input voters and their weights
n = input(’Enter the number of voters: ’);
voters = cell(n,1);
weights = zeros(n,1);
for i = 1:n

voters{i} = input(’Enter a name for the voter: ’,’s’);
pesi(i) = input(’Enter the weight associate to this voter: ’);

end
%Ask as input the quota
quota = input(’Enter the quota: ’);
%Generate all possible coalitions of voters
coalitions = cell(2^n-1,1);
k = 1;
for i = 1:n

for j = 1:k
coalitions{k+j} = [coalitions{j} i];

end
k=k*2;

end
coalitions = coalitions(2:end);
%Filter coalitions that meet the quota
results = {};
for i=1:length(coalitions)

coalition = coalitions{i};
sum = sum(weights(coalition));
if sum >= quota

results{end+1}=coalition;
end
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end
%Print the results
fprintf(’Coalitions where the sum of weights meets or exceeds the quota are:\n’);
for i = 1:length(risultati)

coalition = results{i};
stringa = voters{coalition(1)};
for j = 2:length(coalition)

stringa = strcat(stringa,’,’,voters{coalition(j)});
end
fprintf(’%s\n’,stringa);

end

The created program can be easily adapted to other commonly used pro-
gramming languages and has a rather simple code. It does not contain
advanced commands and is therefore suitable for a fourth year of a scientific
high school, applied sciences option, who should have a good basic knowl-
edge of at least one programming language.
There are many possible programs to be implemented, and they can be de-
signed with increasing difficulty to challenge students and make lessons more
interesting.





Chapter 5

Conclusions

This study aimed to answer the following question: can humanistic/social
applications of mathematics bring more students closer to mathematics?
The search for an answer to this question involved several phases:

• the administration of a questionnaire concerning the teaching of this
type of applications to mathematics and physics teachers of various
Italian high schools;

• the analysis of the National Guidelines for High Schools, looking for
references to the applications in question;

• the analysis of two cycles of mathematics textbooks, often adopted by
high schools, seeking humanistic/social applications or insights;

• the activity carried out in a class of a mathematical scientific high
school on political power, seen as an application of mathematics;

• the administration of a satisfaction questionnaire of the activity carried
out to the class in question.

The cross-analysis of the results obtained from the first three phases brings
out a certain coherence between the activity of the teachers, the references
of the guidelines and the applications present in the books. By coherence
we mean the fact that teachers, in choosing the topics to present, are con-
ditioned by the textbooks provided to them, which in turn are conditioned
by the national guidelines.
From the guidelines it emerged that an interdisciplinary path has become
very important for students, but interdisciplinarity often indicates the link
between scientific subjects or between humanities subjects, the intersection
of these two macro areas is rarely mentioned and when mentioned it appears
ambiguous. As a result, we find few noteworthy examples in textbooks where
some humanistic/social applications are presented. It certainly also depends

89
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on which textbook one takes into consideration, in any case, although there
are few really well-structured examples, it is fair to point out the fact that
over the years the situation has improved and the quantity of references to
humanistic/social applications is grown. This also suggests that their use-
fulness is probably starting to be increasingly recognized on several social
levels.
Finally, thanks to the answers to the questionnaire, it was learned that a
good percentage of teachers has also begun to propose applications other
than the usual scientific applications, however they require more time to
implement them (therefore a revision of the guidelines is necessary, which
must keep new needs of teachers in order to create the best path for their
students) and require more examples and insights from textbooks.

Despite the current context that we have investigated, thanks to various re-
searches in the field of mathematics education, the importance of presenting
humanistic/social examples and insights to students has emerged. Thanks
to this it will be possible to make students aware of the potential of mathe-
matics and its presence in all fields of study, giving concrete examples and
not motivational sentences that make no differences. Furthermore, the im-
portance of clarifying the concept of model, through concrete examples and
activities, is often underlined by scholars and is also present in the guide-
lines, even if without a description of the modalities with which to present
it. This ambiguity consequently also makes the task of textbooks vague.
In these it is rare to find examples of mathematical models that are really
useful for fully understanding their concept and importance.

To give a concrete proof of the importance and interest that applications of
mathematics of this type can arouse, we proposed an activity in a fourth
grade of a mathematical scientific high school. The created activity focused
on the theme of political power as an application of mathematics. Before
thinking about the activity, we analyzed and deepened the foundations of
this application through the study of the four internationally recognized in-
dexes of power, also through the analysis of the paradoxical aspects of some
of them and, finally, through concrete examples in which to calculate them.
We then built the activity on the basis of the knowledge acquired, both
regarding the topic itself and regarding the most recommended teaching
methodologies in terms of research in mathematics education.
The four hours of lessons provided to the students can be considered a suc-
cess, based on the results obtained from the final activity, the answers to
the final satisfaction questionnaire and the feedback from the teacher who
participated.
In particular, the last hour of the activity was dedicated to the calcula-
tion of the four indexes of power related to different really existing voting
systems. Although the assignment was very challenging and complex, the
students, with the help of some suggestions, managed to complete most of
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the work. Furthermore, from the satisfaction questionnaire it emerged that
the students evaluated the activity very positively, even those students who
consider themselves less inclined and less passionate about mathematics.
They also expressed the desire to deepen it by dedicating more time to it
and to do other similar activities to see the usefulness of this subject ma-
terialize in other situations as well. The teacher who participated in the
activity then reported the students’ satisfaction with the activity carried
out and expressed the will to do the activity again in the next years.

To conclude, we can say that humanistic/social applications have the power
to bring even less interested students closer to mathematics, and have the
possibility of introducing new and above all useful concepts for the citizens
of tomorrow.
It is clear that there is work to be done to keep national guidelines, textbooks
and teacher constantly updated. This will allow the two fields of education
and of research to align, in order to provide an educational program that is
increasingly more sensitive about the cultural, psychological, physical and
social well-being of students. The students are the final users of the entire
process described, therefore the value that is given to each individual activity
must be attributed thinking exclusively of the benefit they can derive from
it.
I conclude with a quote from Taiichi Ohno, the father of Japanese philosophy
known as Lean Thinking. The Lean philosophy is already known and used
in the corporate world, but it would bring great benefits if adapted to the
world of education.

Something is wrong if workers do not look around each day, find
things that are tedious or boring, and then rewrite the proce-
dures. Even last month’s manual should be out of date.
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